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!

!

The mechanical performance of Glass-to-Metal seals is largely dependent

upon the morphology of the oxide interfaces. The interfaces of the glass-to-metal
region are transition zones consisting of a metallically bonded base metal with its
reduced oxide and progress to interatomic bonds which are a mixture of ionic
and covalent in a glass or ceramic base material. Differences in coefficient of
thermal expansion, interatomic bonding and overall physical chemistry cause a
number of issues in design, manufacture and lifetime serviceability of a G/M seal.
To date the primary dimensions of interface assessment are microscopy and
analytical chemistry. The purpose of this study is to advance nanomechanical
testing as an additional dimension of quality assessment of G/M seals.
!

Nanoindentation makes it possible to quantify intrinsic material properties of

highly heterogeneous bulk materials or interfaces on a sub-microscale resolution
and upscale the characterization to a continuum mechanics macroscale. To
accomplish this transverse 2-D modulus and hardness maps of metallic transition
oxides at feedthrough and header interfaces were produced based on material,
atmosphere, and heat-treatment. Materials selection arrays were evaluated for a
range of materials: a lithia-alumina-silica glass-ceramic and a 9013 alkali barium
glass, Hastelloy C-276 and Alloy 52 feedthroughs, and 303 and 304L stainless
steel headers. Likewise, electron spectroscopies were correlated to the site of
mechanical analysis. Noticeable changes in nanomechanical morphology were
observed and found to be dependent upon production parameters.
ii
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Chapter 1.

INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1.1 TREATISE ON GLASS-TO-METAL SEALS
!

Since the inception of Glass-to-Metal (G/M) seals as a means of electrical

feedthroughs and hermetic containment, the age old industrial question has been
poised: ‘How thick does one make the oxide layer?’[1 ] The answer to this
seemingly simple question, remains unanswered because the question is wrong.
‘What oxide properties are sought to provide the optimum G/M seal
performance?’ more clearly defines the inquiry, which is not characterized by
geometry alone. Understanding the G/M seal as a closed system originates with
grasping the industrial production methodology and terminates with lifetime
serviceability. Overall durability and robustness should be fully assessed from
knowing the chemical and mechanical characteristics of the interfaces that
ultimately give rise to performance. Thus, due in part to the adversity of
delineating the complex network of process parameters and their interactions
which are coupled with a dependency upon succinct configuration/geometry,
Glass-to-Metal sealing remains inherently an art-form based on science.

[1]

Oxide layer refers to the metallic oxide that forms the chemical and mechanical transition at the
G/M interface by dissolving into the bulk glass from the surface of the metal being joined.

1

SECTION 1.2 OVERVIEW
Glass-to-Metal (G/M) seals are an integral and important component to the
performance of modern technological systems. In function they serve to isolate
complex electrical, mechanical, and chemical systems and provide hermetic
containment which isolates the environment external to the package from
internal.[2] For example, in medical implants the G/M seal serves to protect
complex electronic equipment from the corrosive environment of the body, as
well as provide a stable electrical feedthrough that insulates electrical signals
from the titanium housing. However a seal interface consisting of elastically
differentiable materials such as glass to metal is largely undocumented from a
nanomechanical morphology perspective. Traditionally, investigators were only
interested in residual stresses and differences in thermal expansion between the
sealing material and components being sealed. Today the interest has shifted to
the structural properties of the interfaces.
!

Particularly in the model systems for this dissertation, Cartridge Actuated

Devices/Pressure Actuated Devices (CADs/PADs), the G/M seal must exhibit
acceptable mechanical strength under the influence of impact loading and also
serve to contain extremely caustic and reactive compounds, see Appendix B. In
this application, seals are formed between a glass or glass-ceramic (G-C) and
[2]

Hermetic Containment: Isolation penetrations between two defined systems and a primary
means of providing leak-tight mechanical and electrical regulation. Hermetic is often referred to
as “airtight,” a leak-rate value typically specified by application. The isolation is embodied as a
seal between electronic feedthrough conductors and a metallic canister obtained by the use of
high strength, high temperature glass and ceramic materials. In the case of this study excluding
polymeric compounds and epoxy/resin “sealers,” mechanical threads, O-rings or other organic/
mechanical means of isolation.

2

traditionally a 304L stainless steel shell, as well as between multiple Alloy 52
electrical feedthrough pins. In the pyrotechnic component the glass/ceramic
functions as an electrical insulator that isolates the shell and the feedthroughs.
Specifically, for military applications outside the traditional static design criteria,
the G/M seal must provide hermetic containment of very corrosive and reactive
materials from surrounding environments. The CAD/PAD system G/M seal often
sees mechanical performance criteria for impact loading in excess of 100,000
PSI and several thousand degrees centigrade in fractions of a second.[3]
Additionally, they must perform to an exact specification of electrical properties to
ensure detonation. [4]
!

Present and future designs have resulted in smaller volume allowances for

CAD devices. In the past previous seal configurations were simply over designed
with high safety factors so overload failure was not a primary concern. However,
volume restrictions push the envelope and stretch design stress levels to the limit
of empirical knowledge. In turn G/M seals are now driven by a development of
ever decreasingly smaller component systems and consequently are
experiencing demands of structural optimization and volumetric constraint.
!

A primary consideration when attempting to reduce the diameter or the

thickness dimensionality of a G/M seal is the mechanical integrity of the bulk
material interfaces which give rise to the overall strength. In fact, one previous

[3]

Impact loading: a dynamic load resulting from the motion of energy waves below the acoustic
range. Shock loading produces energy waves that potientially cause changes in microstructure
and irreversibly alter material properties.
[4]

See Appendix B: Cartridge/Pressure Actuated Devices for more information on CAD/PAD
functionality.

3

failure study isolated to G/M seals that were subjected to an overload
deflagration event empirically determined the point of origin as propagating from
impairment of the glass to metal interfaces.1 More precisely failure originates as a
shear breakdown in the cohesion or adhesion of the interfacial oxide between the
pins/feedthroughs and the glass, whereby the pin is ejected prior to the
annihilation of the bulk glass seal.
!

The interfacial region is crucial to the structural performance because as a

dissolved oxide diffuses into the glass during production a concentration gradient
is formed. The gradient is not only marked by a sharp transition in chemistry,
coefficient of thermal expansion and resulting residual stresses, but also a
presumed declivity in mechanical properties. Meaning the development of
interatomic bonding at the interface to produce chemical adhesion and the
development of mechanical distribution gradients across the interfacial zones are
both necessary to strengthen the interface. The presence of discontinuities or
large mismatches localized as an abrupt step transition in properties likely serves
as a shear face at the oxide interface.
!

In similar fashion if a dissolved oxide is allowed to extend diffusion the

composition gradients grow more extensive. It is thus evident that many, if not
most, experiments based on varying the thickness of the oxide, which were done
to improve chemical bonding were also potentially strengthening the assembly by
realizing more favorable stress gradients and mechanical distributions. As a
consequence a diffuse interface presumably exhibits a smoothing of the

4

transition in modulus and hardness between a brittle bulk glass and more ductile
bulk metal.
!

Glass-ceramics (G-C) are of noteworthy interest to interfacial strength due to

their propensity to form a tenacious chromium transition oxide.19 During
manufacture, transformation of an amorphous glass preform into a high strength,
multiphase glass-ceramic is achieved by selection of a carefully controlled timetemperature furnace cycle. The high strength of G-C/M seals are ensured by
using high yield strength materials, proper crystallization, proper oxidation and by
controlling the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the metals and glassceramics. CTE matching by the glass-ceramic is achieved by nucleation and
growth of high expansion crystal phases and by the degree of crystallization or
rather the amount of residual amorphous glass in the seal.
!

A variety of production parameters that affect the formation of strong

transitional region chemistry made between a glass/glass-ceramic and metal
have been identified by previous studies including: heat-treatment times and
temperatures, glass composition, metal selection, shielding atmosphere pressure
and composition, fixture contamination, metal precleaning/passivation, preoxidation of metal substrates, and the amount of water dissolved in both the
glass and sealing atmosphere.5A Under ideal conditions a well defined transition
region occurs. Under less desirable conditions many phenomena such as
anything from abrupt transitions in chemical bonding to oxide-rich bi-layers,
precipitates, voids, and many other discontinuities may ultimately contribute to
compromising structure integrity.

5

!

To date the two primary dimensions to analytically assess the quality of G/M

seals were conducted by EDX or other means of analytical chemical/elemental
characterization and optical microscopy studies. And while the interfacial
chemistry of the seal has been thoroughly investigated and is adequately
understood, the corresponding mechanical morphology is not well established.
Thereby, a nanomechanical understanding of the nature of these interfaces as
related to a plethora of existing chemical microscopy knowledge and
extrapolated mechanical behavior is crucial to advancing the science of G/M
seals.[5]
!

Nanoindentation offers two principal methods to measure mechanical

properties: elastic modulus and hardness. Elastic modulus measures a material’s
resistance to being deformed elastically when a force is applied and hardness
measures how resistant to deformation a material is under compressive loading.
Using an advanced Agilent Nanoindenter G200 with the Dynamic Contact
Module (DCM), and the Express Test(C) options 2D maps of the transition
regions were produced. The Express Test option allows high speed
nanoindentation testing to be completed at a rate of 1 test every 1 second,
enabling large test arrays of up to 1600 sites to be completed in reasonable
amounts of time.

[5]

Chemical knowledge refers to numerous SEM, EDX, AES elemental characterization studies of
G/M Seal interfaces and chemical reactions forming the interfaces. Most definitively elaborated
upon by the numerous works of I.W. Donald of the Atomic Weapons Establishment, AWE and
studies with in the DoE. See excerpts detailed in the literature portion of this dissertation.
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!

The objective of the present study is to form a comprehensive understanding

of the nanomechanical characterization of G/M and G-C/M seal interfaces
through an understanding of,
-the nature of several known chemical and microstructural cases and their
respective mechanical interactions at Ni based superalloy, austenitic Cr-Ni alloy/
Li-silicate, Ba-silicate glass/glass-ceramic interfaces,
-several common phenomena that persist from industrial production such as
precipitates and voids,
-active and inert oxidizing atmosphere regulation,
-the effect of thermal heat-treatment on crystallization,
-an optimization investigation, aided by Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and
-the ramifications of using nanoindentation as an additional dimension of quality
assessment.

SECTION 1.3 STRUCTURE OF THIS DISSERTATION
!

!

The following chapter contains a background review, subdivided on topical

basis, pertaining to a traditional explanation of metal oxides. Once understanding
of oxide formation on bulk metals is explored, the topic of oxidation is extended
to glass-to-metal interfaces and several typical G/M redox reactions are
described along with an understanding of their resulting interfaces. Finally the
review concludes with a focus on several selected FEA models that have the
most relevancy to the study at present. Chapter 3 details the procedure and
methodology with which various G/M seal material and production variables are
7

incorporated into production samples for this study and how respective sample
analysis was conducted.
!

Chapter 4, the body of this study, details the results and discussions starting

with analyzing the crystallization of the bulk glass-ceramic and an Auger
characterization outlining the effect of atmosphere and graphite fixturing upon the
surface oxidation of 303 stainless steel and 304L stainless steel. Once the
surface and bulk material subsystems are explored several representative G/M
seal interfaces are interpreted as individual systems based on atmosphere,
material combination, and dew point. Finally the study concludes with a FEA
model that serves as a simple comparison between two systems with input from
their respective interfacial nanomechanical date. Chapter 5 covers the
conclusions of and future recommendations for this study.

8

Chapter 2.

BACKGROUND/
LITERATURE
SURVEY

SECTION 2.1 OVERVIEW/ORGANIZATION
!

This review develops a basic understanding of oxidation and seeks to provide

a technical explanation of the relationship between oxidation and the G/M sealing
process. In addition, it presents an overview of G/M sealing technology and
concludes by presenting several previous FEA studies that are relevant to G/M
sealing and the mechanical construction of G/M seals.

SECTION 2.2 PRINCIPLES OF OXIDATION
!

In the presence of highly electronegative elements, an oxidant, or an

oxidative atmosphere electrons are transferred either spontaneously or nonspontaneously, requiring kinetic or thermodynamic input. Oxidants are usually
chemical substances with elements in high oxidation states [e.g., H2O2, MnO4-,
CrO3, Cr2O7-2] or electronegative elements that can readily gain electrons [e.g.,
O2, F2, Cl2, Br2]. The universal term for this form of chemical reaction is said to be

9

a redox reaction, a portmanteau of reduction and oxidation.[6] Figure 2.1 is an
illustration of the redox reaction: reducing agent [A] is oxidized and looses
electrons, meanwhile the oxidizing agent [B] is the electron acceptor and its
oxidation state is increased by the electrons gained.

Figure 2.1 The Redox Process
!

The oxidation state of an atom is often different from the formal charge

assumed when it is non-zero. The oxidation state is calculated by assuming that
each chemical bond (except between identical atoms) is ionic, so that both
electrons are assigned to the more electronegative bonded atom. In contrast, the
formal charge is calculated by assuming that each bond is covalent so that one
electron is assigned to each bonded atom. For example in the reaction between
hydrogen and fluorine, hydrogen is being oxidized and fluorine is being reduced:

[6] Originally,

oxidation reactions were commonly associated with the formation of metal oxides
from oxygen molecules; these are only a specific example of a more general concept of reactions
involving electron transfer. For example, the reduction of carbon by hydrogen to yield methane
(CH4), or the oxidation of glucose (C6H12O6) in biology are complex electron transfer processes.

10

H2 + F2 → 2 HF

(2.1)

Where the two half-reactions can be written as:
H2 → 2 H+ +2e-

(2.2)
is the oxidation reaction

F2 + 2e- → 2 F-

(2.3)
is the reduction reaction

Section 2.2.1 Transport Mechanisms
The general chemical equation for an oxidation reaction between a metal [M] and
oxygen [O2] is:
aM2 + b/2 O2 → MaOb
!

(2.4)

Before an oxide can “grow” the initial step involves the absorption of gas

(oxygen) on the theoretical bare metal surface. A solid reaction product, i.e. metal
oxide, now present on the metal surface separates the two reactants. The
reaction can only continue when one or both reactants have penetrated the oxide
film (having thicknesses less than 300 nm) or scale by solid-state diffusion. Thick
oxide scale layers are divided into two categories, protective and nonprotective,
on the basis of the Pilling-Bedworth (P-B) ratio; which is the volume of the oxide
produced to the volume of the metal consumed. The scale is protective if the
volume of the oxide is at lease as great as the volume of metal from which it
formed. If the volume of the oxide is less than this amount, the scale is not
continuous and is not effective in blocking oxygen from the surface.2
!

Growth of an oxide film/scale occurs by either oxygen diffusing to the oxide-

metal interface and reacting there or by the metal being transported through the
11

oxide to the atmosphere surface of the oxide as depicted in Figure 2.2. Solidstate diffusion allows oxidation to proceed; point defects such as vacancies,
interstitial atoms and misplaced atoms are required for the diffusion of cations
and anions.

Anions

Figure 2.2. Diffusion Controlled Oxidation 3
!

More precisely cation diffusion, predominate in thick scales is driven by cation

vacancies and chemical potential, and causes oxide formation at the oxide-gas
interface. Anion diffusion, driven by electrical potential, is more sensitive to
diffusion distance and thus present primarily in films or early stage formation and
leads to oxide growth at the metal-oxide interface.4 Oxides can show
nonstoichiometry and either mainly contain cation defects or mainly oxygen
defects, or moreover a mixture of both.
!

At high temperatures a scale or surface film acts as an electrolyte, usually in

the absence of moisture. The nature of the oxide film usually takes one of three
forms: (1) the oxide is unstable, such as in gold and oxidation does not occur; (2)
the oxide is volatile, such as in the case of refractory metals, and oxidation
occurs at a constant, relatively high rate; or (3) more commonly, one or more
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oxides form a layer or layers on the metal surface. The term oxygen is extended
herein to include any such attacking gas. In fact, the attacking gas can even be
dissolved in a solution phase as in many controlled atmospheres of G/M sealing
where oxidation is limited. With solutions, however, additional mathematical
difficulties arise in theoretical solution if the concentration of the attacking gas is
so low that it results in concentration gradients over appreciable distances or
turbulent flow is present as in belt furnaces.[7]
Section 2.2.2 Reaction Kinetics
!

Three experimental methods are commonly used to model oxidation growth

rates: (1) measure the amount of oxygen consumed; (2) measure the amount of
metal consumed; (3) measure the amount of oxide produced. The three common
types of oxide growth are following and represented in Figure 2.3.2 Metals that
have no protective oxides tend to increase the weight [W] of their scale at a linear
rate according to:
W= At

(2.5)
where A is a constant and t is time.

!

In linear growth, oxygen directly contacts the metal surface through pores or

fissures in the oxide layer.
!

When a protective oxide forms on the surface, diffusion must occur for

additional growth. At the metal surface, the metal ionizes and both the metal ions
[7]

If C(x) is the concentration at position x and C(x’) is the concentration at position x’, then to a
first approximation, the net rate of flow of particles from x to x’ is proportional to [C(x)-C(x’)]/(x-x’).
From a macroscopic standpoint this ratio is most useful in differential calculus form,
,
where dC(x)/dx is called the concentration gradient at position x.
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and electrons diffuse to the surface of the oxide. Once the electrons reach the
surface they aid in forming the oxygen ion, which can then in turn diffuse to the
metal surface as an anion. Simultaneously, the metal cations react near the
oxygen surface to from metal oxide [MO]. In this case of diffusion the rate of
oxidation is slower than linear growth and occurs by a parabolic growth rate:
W2= Bt

(2.6)

where B is a temperature dependent constant and t is time.
!

Still other metals, such as transition metals form protective oxides in layers or

have reaction rates that diminish more rapidly with time than a parabolic
relationship predicts. A logarithmic increase in growth or weight follows the form:
W= C log (Dt + E)

(2.7)

where C & D are temperature dependent constants and t is time.

Figure 2.3. Oxidation Growth Rate Curves 2
!

Oxidation rarely occurs in only one of these ways, instead oxidation may be a

combination of two or three types simultaneously and in different regions in the
metal. This is especially the case for alloy systems.
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!

In the case of an alloy separate oxides may form a solid solution, a

multiphase scale, or only a single component of the alloy may undergo oxidation
(selective oxidation). When a material system is designed to use selective
oxidation the benefit can be derived from the production of a tailored oxide film
that is adherent, has poor electrical conductivity (e.g. resistant to corrosion), and
possess a complex crystal structure that hinders diffusion through the oxide.2
Section 2.2.3 Alloys ! !
!

The oxidation of alloys can be complex due to the metals in the alloy having

different affinities to oxygen arising from different free energies of formation of the
respective oxides. The different alloy constituents will also have varying
diffusivities and ion mobility.
!

As alluded to in Section 2.2.2 Reaction Kinetics, alloys can produce more

than one oxide. Ideally, selective oxidation occurs where the least noble alloying
element in the alloy is oxidized first to form the outer protective layer. This order
is all dependent on temperature, partial pressure of oxygen, and concentration of
the active alloying element. However generally there is a fine point to which
adding more of an alloy element tends to have a negative effect on other alloy
properties such as mechanical performance. For example chromium, aluminum
and silicon are the three main elements that when added constantly form
protective scales. Their oxides have the lowest diffusion rates making them the
optimum protective oxides.3
!

The Iron-chromium system is of particular interest to this dissertation and is a

very common commercial alloy for corrosion resistant applications. The alloying
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of iron with chromium produces rich oxides on the surface. The surface oxidation
is driven by the limited chromium solubility in the FeO phase. If the chromium
content is increased, the FeO layer is depleted compared to the Fe3O4 layer. As
the concentration of chromium is increased even more in the alloy, the Fe2+ ions
are blocked by the FeCr2O4 clusters and the FeO is reduced even further still.
When the chromium content is increased to a critical concentration the scale
formed is Cr2O3 which reduces the parabolic rate constant considerably, because
the mobility of iron ions is far greater than chromium ions. This tenacious
chromium oxide can only be formed at chromium concentrations greater than this
alloy amount and is taken into consideration when designing stainless steels.3
!

No discussion of alloying is complete without transport mechanics; to this end

Ellingham diagrams are especially useful. Ellingham diagrams are graphical
representations of energies of formation. The Gibbs free energy (∆G) of a
reaction is a measure of the thermodynamic driving force that makes a reaction
occur. A negative value for ∆G indicates that a reaction can proceed
spontaneously without external inputs, while a positive value indicates that it will
not. The equation for Gibbs free energy is:
∆G = ∆H–T∆S

(2.8)

where ∆H is the enthalpy, T is absolute temperature, and ∆S is entropy.
!

Several reactions and their free energy of formation at 1300 K are presented

in Table 2.1. It is important to note that while thermodynamically favorable, some
reactions may not proceed due to kinetic limitations or other external driving
forces.
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Table 2.1. Free Energy, ∆G, For A Number Of Glass And Alloy Components
(calculated at 1300 K) 5
!

An Ellingham diagram is a plot of the reaction of free energy, ∆G, like those

above plotted vs. temperature. The Ellingham diagram shown in Chart 2.1 is for
metals reacting to form oxides. It is important to keep in mind when using these
diagrams the partial pressure of oxygen does play a crucial role in the formation
of oxides. The oxygen partial pressure is generally taken as 1 atmosphere, and
all of the reactions are normalized to consume one mole of O2 (as is the case for
Chart 2.1). Primarily, Ellingham diagrams are used to determine the relative ease
of reducing a given metallic oxide to metal and determining the partial pressure
of oxygen that is in equilibrium with a metal oxide at a given temperature. The
significance of this is, if the oxygen partial pressure is higher than the equilibrium
value, the metal will be oxidized, and if it is lower than the equilibrium value then
the oxide will be reduced. Additionally, the diagrams in Chart 2.1 can be used to
determine the ratio of carbon mono-oxide to carbon dioxide and the ratio of
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hydrogen to water vapor (dew point) that will be able to reduce the oxide to metal
at a given temperature.

Chart 2.1 Ellingham Diagrams 6
!

Free energy of formation is negative for most metal oxides (spontaneous) and

so the diagram is drawn with ∆G=0 at the top and the values of ∆G shown are all
negative numbers. Reactions closer to the top of the diagram are the most
“noble” metals (e.g., gold, platinum, silver, copper) and easily reduced. As we
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move down toward the bottom of the diagram, the metals become progressively
more reactive and their oxides become harder to reduce. A given metal can
reduce the oxides of all other metals whose lines lie above theirs on the diagram.
For example, the 1/3Cr + O2 → 2/3Cr2O3 line lies below the 2Fe + O2 →
2FeO ! line, and so chromium can reduce iron oxide to metallic iron.
!

The free energy versus temperature diagram appears as a series of straight

lines because ∆H and ∆S are essentially constant with temperature unless a
phase change occurs, where ∆S is the slope and ∆H is the y-intercept. The slope
of the line changes when any of the materials involved melt or vaporize. The
majority of the lines slope upwards because the reactions are reacting a gas with
a condensed phase to make another condensed phase, which reduces the
entropy. A notable exception to this is the oxidation of solid carbon, which is
downward-sloping, it cuts across the lines for many of the other metals. This
makes carbon unusually useful as a reducing agent, because as soon as the
carbon oxidation line goes below a metal oxidation line, the carbon can then
reduce the metal oxide to metal.
Section 2.2.4 Dew Point !
!

Water vapor or a high dew point, in the case of G/M sealing, affects the oxide

growth at all stages of the oxidation process: absorption, dissociation, and
diffusion. Dissociation and absorption of the water vapor on the surface of
growing oxides can produce a more permeable and less continuous oxide. The
presence of water vapor can also affect the mechanical properties of the scale
such as increase oxide adhesion in iron oxides and reducing it in aluminum and
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chromium: conjecturally, due to a change in growth processes or scale thickness
from increases in kinetics of oxidation.7 Several mechanisms have been
combined to explain oxidation in the presence of water vapor: dissociation,
volatilization of hydroxide, and yet still others such as oxidant-gas penetration,
which are not included in this review.
!

Dissociation was considered by Funjii and Meussner in 1964.8 The mechanics

of dissociation presented in Figure 2.4 illustrate the reactions at interfaces ‘II’
and ‘IV’ where metal ions are produced. These ions then diffuse to the outer
interface ‘I’ between the oxide scale and wet atmosphere. At the atmosphere
interface water vapor saturates the metal ions to produce wustite (FeO),
absorbed hydrogen and other such void defects in the oxide. The bulk
concentration of hydrogen generated evolves and does not remain dissolved in
the oxide.9

Figure 2.4. Dissociation Oxidation Of Fe-Cr Alloys In Water Vapor 8
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!

The ion dissociation reactions that occur at the oxide interface, interface ‘IV’

are as follows:
H2O(g) → H2O(abs)

(2.9)

H2O(abs) + Fe+2 + 2e- → ‘FeO’ + Fevac + 2⨁ + H2(abs)

(2.10)

H2O(abs) → H2(g)

(2.11)

H2(abs) → 2H*(ox)

(2.12)

where the symbols Fevac and 2⨁ signify a vacant
ion site and an electron defect respectively, and H*
indicates a hydrogen atom dissolved in the oxide.8
!

At interface ‘II’ the dissociation of iron oxide produces an oxide ion as an

absorbed species. Hydrogen diffuse in the oxide enables these species to react
to form the carrier gas for oxygen transport to the void as follows:
FeO + Fevac + 2⨁ → Fe+2 + O2-

(2.13)

2H*(ox) → H2(abs)

(2.14)

H2(abs) → H2(g)

(2.15)

H2(abs) + O2-(abs) → H2O(g) + 2e-

(2.16)

In summary the multi-layered scale in Figure 2.4 consists of an outer layer of
wustite, a middle porous scale containing wustite and an iron chromium spinal
oxide, and an inner subscale of iron chromium spinel.8 The wustite reacts with
spinel changing the composition of the spinel phase as follows:
FeCr2O4 + 4FeO → 2Fe2CrO4 + Fe+2 + 2e-
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(2.17)

!

A second strong mechanism for the increased oxidation of chromium steels in

water vapor environments was suggested by Surman and Castle in 1969.10 Two
examples: Fe(OH)2 and CrO2(OH)2, based on the volatilization of OH suggest
that the rate determining process could be one of the following: (1) outward
diffusion of iron cations to the oxide-gas interface; (2) inward diffusion of oxygen
anions to the metal-oxide interface; (3) vapor phase diffusion of Fe(OH)2 to the
oxide-gas interface; or (4) for chromium the evaporation of volatile chromium
species along the grain boundaries.9 In the case of iron it was assumed phase
boundary reactions occur for the formation/dissociation at the metal-oxide
interface:
Fe(s) + 2H2O(g) → Fe(OH)2(g) + H2(g)

(2.18)

3Fe(s) + 4H2O(g) → Fe3(OH)4(s) + 4H2(g)

(2.19)

at the oxide-atmosphere interface:
Fe(OH)2(g) → Fe3O4(s) + 2H2O(g) + H2(g)

(2.20)

Experimental and theoretical values were compared for the temperature
dependence of the parabolic rate constant for each of the rate determining
processes. The vapor model gave the closest comparison between theoretical
and actual values indicating it as the most likely mechanism.
!

For chromium volatilization the cracking and spallation of oxide scales in

water vapor is assumed due to the evaporation of volatile chromium species
along the grain boundaries. An oxide layer formed primarily of three oxides:
Cr2O3, NiO, and the spinel NiCr2O4 fissures because of the compounds rich in
chromium exert an over pressure during volatilization. Compressive stresses
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occur when the chromia layer is continuous causing failure in the NiO and
NiCr2O4 layers. The chromia layer, now in contact with the atmosphere,
volatilizes rapidly to CrO3 and CrO2(OH) which depletes the alloy of chromium
and now re-oxidizes as NiO and eventually spinel. This process continues rapidly
to deplete the alloy of chromium:
Cr2O3 + 3/2O2 → 2CrO3(g)

(2.21)

Cr2O3 + O2 + H2O → 2CrO2(OH)(g)

(2.22)

2CrO3 + H2O → 2CrO2(OH) + 1/2O2(g)

(2.23)

SECTION 2.3 CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF G/M SEALS
!

Marcus Borom and Joseph Pask during the 1960’s and 1970’s provided

primary definitions of the physical chemistry of glass sealing and characterization
of oxides.11 Borom studied porcelain enamel structures and redox reactions
present during manufacturing. At the time, due to a lack of high resolution
microscopes his observations were based on weight with respect to oxidizing
time data.
!

Ian Donald in his textbook, Glass-To-Metal Seals, extensively details basic

knowledge of G/M seals.5B Essentially a glass or ceramic is a hard brittle material
with a relatively low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). During production of
a G/M seal the glass or ceramic is joined to a softer, more ductile metal with a
higher CTE and different interatomic bonding. The seal is formed when a glass
preform is fired above its annealing/softening point to a stress free state and
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allowed to cool inside a metal ring or header body. The interface of the glass-tometal region is a transition zone consisting of pure base metal with its reduced
oxide and a glass or ceramic base material. Classical G/M seal theories promote
a transitional zone with metallic bonding in the base metal that gradually
progresses to interatomic bonds that are a mixture of ionic and covalent.12 These
differences in CTE and interatomic bonding cause a number of problems in
design, manufacture and lifetime serviceability of a component.
Section 2.3.1 Glass to Metal Seal Oxide Interfaces!
!

The adherence or bonding of glass to metal is extremely important in

producing a quality G/M seal. Primarily, two bonding mechanisms are present:
mechanical wetting of an irregular or “rough” metal interface by the glass and
chemical interaction with a tenacious surface oxide.
!

Most chemical theories rely on the metal ions forming a tight bond to the

oxide and glass as a result of oxidation. Haws et al. point out that strong joining
of two materials depends on both chemical and physical joining.13 Meaning the
development of bonding at the interface to produce chemical adhesion and the
development of mechanical stress distributions and gradients across the
interfacial zones are both necessary. For that reason redox reactions in the
interfacial zone are necessary not only for forming chemical bonds, but also for
producing an interlocking structure, because wetting is required for the latter.
!

!

Two main theories are advanced to explain interfacial mechanics of G/M

seals.5B The first, dissolved/mono-oxide layer oxide theory, asserts when an
appropriate metal oxide is dissolved in a glass up to the saturation point, metal
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ions will remain at the surface and promote metal-metal bonding across the
interface (referred to as non-spontaneous). The second, elevated temperature
theory, more closely accounts for mobility of the interface upon forming. At
elevated temperatures metal ions dissolved in the glass are mobile and undergo
continuous exchange at the G/M interface. Metal atoms diffuse into the glass and
are ionized, but do not become homogeneous to the glass ions, instead they are
zerovalent metal atoms.14
!

Under elevated temperatures, the established “dynamic equilibrium” at the

glass-metal interface cannot be maintained if the glass has not already become
saturated with the appropriate oxide. The glass at the oxide interface immediately
becomes saturated because the solution rate of the oxide is faster than the
diffusion rate of the dissolved oxide into the bulk glass. Chemical bonding at the
interface is thus realized. Also, the oxide layer bonds chemically to the metal
which is saturated with the oxide, at least at the surfaces.
!

A more subtle explanation of elevated temperatures advances a strong

mechanical adherence and only weak van der Waals forces to account for
primary chemical compatibility. At lower temperatures atoms and ions become
less mobile and the exchange of electrons at the interface alters the adhesion
based on electron concentration or degree of ionization. These transition zone
atoms of intermediate van der Waals character provide the gradient between
metallic and ionic states, but only as long as the interface remains saturated and
bonding energies balanced.
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!

Figure 2.5 portrays an abrupt step interface [L] with little to no lengthening

activity gradients of mechanical and chemical properties, and a diffuse interface
[R] with a gradient extension proportional to the thickness of oxide being
dissolved by the glass [Y-axis symbolic representation of magnitude not
concentration or measured value].

Figure 2.5. Step Interface (L) and Diffuse Interface (R)
!

As the dissolved oxide diffuses into the glass a concentration gradient is

formed. If the oxide continues to dissolve, the gradient becomes more extended
but the equilibrium saturation at the oxide/glass interface and consequently
bonding are always maintained because of the interface’s faster solution rate.
!

Such an addition of a metal oxide to the glass affects its CTE because of an

increase of its O/Si ratio and introduction of cations with different degrees of
covalence. Concentration gradients then are proportional to thermal expansion
coefficient gradients which generally result in more favorable stress gradients.15
The composition gradients become more extensive with increasing thickness of
the starting oxide and appreciable diffusion. It is thus evident that many, if not
most, experiments based on varying the thickness of the oxide, which were
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presumably done to improve chemical bonding were also potentially
strengthening the assembly by realizing more favorable stress gradients and
mechanical distributions, similar to a graded seal.!
!

Pask elaborated in detail during the 1980’s on the idea and understanding of

diffuse interfaces with chemical bonding.15 Chemical bonding is symbolized by a
continuous electronic structure across the interface, e.g. between bulk
constituents, by the formation of metallic, ionic, and covalent types of bonding
and not by van der Waals forces. Continuity is achieved by a balance of bond
energies dependent upon equilibrium between the two phases only at the
interface. If equilibrium does not exist, there would be a thermodynamic driving
force for a potential reaction(s) at the interface. As alluded to in the previous
thermodynamic discussion of oxides, an expected reaction may not occur due to
a barrier of activation energy or the presence of contamination, etc., which would
result in a metastable equilibrium that promotes van der Waals bonding. Cleaning
or “pre-oxidizing” the metal component insures a suitable redox reaction will
produce chemical equilibrium and reaction products will have favorable Gibbs
energetics to dissolve into the glass. In order for a hermetic seal to be formed,
the transition zone must experience saturation of the glass by an appropriate
substrate metal oxide.
!

The simplest reaction to imagine is solution of one phase by the other to form

immediate saturation at the interface; as diffusion continues into the bulk the
reaction itself becomes slower. G/M interfaces are NOT compatible in this sense.
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Reactions that occur at the interface are of the redox type involving an oxidation
of metal and a reduction of cations in the glass.
!

More precisely, glass to metal interfaces are not one single interface, but

rather two: metal to metal oxide and metal oxide to glass. At the metal to metal
oxide the oxygen released by the reduction of a cation forms an oxide with the
metal atom. Likewise the presence of a molecular or multimolecular layer of
oxide results in chemical equilibrium bonding since it is compatible with both the
metal and glass. These interfaces are idealized in Figure 2.6 below:

Figure 2.6. Interfacial Bonding Methods 5B
!

Strong chemical bonds of adhesion and cohesion are present [top] as metal

cations take part in oxide bonding to the bulk materials. This represents a
partially dissolved metal oxide layer saturated with the metal oxide resulting in
the formation of electronic structures across the interface. A defined
homogeneous oxide layer, such as in this case, results in an assembly subject to
28

the unique physical properties of the discrete oxide. Cracking can occur at either
the metal/oxide interface or oxide/glass interface when residual or loading
stresses are applied. A mono-oxide layer [middle] is the result of reduction of the
oxide prior to wetting by the glass or by the glass dissolving all of the oxide
except one layer. Bonding requirements are still met however, the overall
properties of the assembly are not affected like a discrete oxide; instead, the
interface is a resulting composition gradient into the glass formed by solution/
diffusion. Finally, when the interface is not saturated by a metal oxide or in
chemical equilibrium [bottom] only van der Waals attraction is present. G/M seals
with this type of bonding rely largely upon compressive forces by the header and
mechanical bonding/wetting to maintain structural integrity. When stresses are
applied cracking then occurs along the metal to glass interface.
Section 2.3.2 Non-Spontaneous Glass to Metal Redox Reactions!
!

In the case of a mono-oxide layer, the second case in Figure 2.6, if the oxide

layer is dissolved completely and oxide saturation at the interface compromised
the diffusion of the dissolved oxide into the glass is lost. Chemical equilibrium in
turn is lost and non-spontaneous redox reactions become possible by
establishing a micro-galvanic cell. The same basic relationship exists if the glass
is applied to a theoretically unoxidized metal. Figure 2.7 illustrates this for a
Na2Si2O5 glass and Fe metal. Cobalt oxide can be added as a control or CO can
be added by a dissociated natural gas reducing atmosphere as a control.* (see
Section 2.3.3)
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Figure 2.7 Micro-galvanic Cell at Interfacial Zone 15
!

The net reaction (Eq. 2.26) consists of two step reactions: the formation of the

wustite metal oxide at the interface (Eq. 2.24) followed by its solution by the glass
(Eq. 2.25).15

!

Fe + Na2O(glass) → FeOwustite + 2Na(g)

(2.24)

FeOwustite → FeO(glass)

(2.25)

Fe + Na2O → FeO(glass) + 2Na(g)

(2.26)

∆G= ∆G° + RTln [a(FeOwustite)⨰p(Na)2] ÷ [a(Fe)⨰a(Na2O)glass]

(2.27)

Since ∆G is positive (+35.0 KJ/mol), no cation in this glass has an oxidation

potential less than that of the substrate atom. To determine what would drive this
reaction negative, analysis of its equilibrium constant ‘K’ (in Eq. 2.27) must be
interpreted. The quotient must be sufficiently smaller than unity for the overall
term to be more negative than the positive ∆G°, thus a low p(Na), a low activation
of FeOwustite, and a high a(Na2O)glass. The a(Fe) is close to one and can be
neglected. The pressure of the Na vapor has to exceed ambient pressure to
nucleate bubbles of Na vapor at the interface and escape, meaning a low
pressure ambient atmosphere is favorable. The a(Na2O) is dependent upon the
glass composition. The a(FeOwustite) at the interface of Fe is dependent upon the
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amount of dissolved wustite and the p(O2) of the ambient atmosphere. Above the
dissociation p(O2) for FeO of 1.2 x 10-15 atm, the interface wustite remains and
the a(FeOwustite) is one.15 Below the dissociation p(O2) bulk oxide does not form
and a(FeOwustite) is less than one. It is important to study all levels of a reaction in
order to correctly interpret the kinetics; the second stage has a negative ∆G° and
thus occurs spontaneously.
!

In application, generally it is more convenient to have compositions that yield

a spontaneous progression under regular processing conditions (atmospheric
air). Nevertheless, it is important to be cognizant of the potential existence of a
competing non-spontaneous reaction occurring that could complicate predicted
prevailing reactions.
Section 2.3.3 Spontaneous Glass to Metal Redox Reactions
!

In the previous non-spontaneous section, it is alluded to that the addition of

cobalt to the glass can be implemented to control the ∆G° change and maintain a
negative reaction. Enamel technologies found small additions of CoO to the glass
caused a spontaneous redox reaction with the substrate when all the surface
oxide was dissolved.15
Fe + CoO(glass) → FeOwustite + Co
!

(2.28)

The ∆G° change for the above reaction is negative because CoO in the glass

is easily reduced by Fe which has a higher oxidation potential (e.g. the line for
FeO on the Ellingham diagram is below CoO; Co2+= -0.28 eV, vs Fe2+= -0.44 eV).
∆G remains negative even though the a(FeOwustite) may be one because the FeO
that is introduced into the glass by either redox reaction maintains the G/M
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interface saturated with oxide. Interestingly, the establishment of this
micorgalvanic cell is now balanced to cause the formation of FeCox dendrites into
the glass at the interface (see Figure 2.7 above).
!

Yet another method rather than changing the chemistry of the glass

composition is to use a highly reactive metal as a substrate. Titanium for example
has a sufficiently high oxidation potential to even reduce the silica in the glass
with the formation of an alloy of the metal with Si, or a silicide compound. The
utilization of this method must be used with caution. While a Ti substrate can
produce a silicide compound, e.g. Ti5Si3 as a compatible layer at the interface, it
can also form an alloy (TiSix). In the later case the alloy is not compatible with the
Ti substrate and the glass is leached of Si and looses integrity over time as the
alloy spontaneously grows uncontrolled attempting to reach chemical equilibrium
through diffusion.
!

The most important spontaneous redox reactions to consider during glass-to-

metal sealing is one in which the bulk metal is an alloy, Section 2.2.3 outlines
oxidation of alloys in depth. The redox reactions with glass are not stoichiometric.
For example, nickel chromium alloys bonding to a boro-silicate glass are known
to produce different primary oxides with varied amounts of Si.16 On preoxidation
the purer alloy forms a multilayer oxide scale with a NiO-rich outer layer whereas
the latter formed a chromium oxide scale with a NiO concentration gradient in
solution across the thickness. Bonding and strength problems related to scale
adherence integrity are prone to arise because of physical incompatibilities such
as specific volume, epitaxial and coefficient of thermal expansion differences.
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!

In the case of a LAS glass to stainless steel, such as utilized in this

dissertation, there are two theories that exist on the mechanisms of oxidation;
one is that oxidation occurs at the air/oxide interface and the other is that
oxidation takes place at the oxide/metal interface.17,18 Secondary ion mass
spectroscopy reveals no layered structure but a mixture of dissolved oxides in a
solution gradient.19 Thus, the mechanism of oxidation of alloys is not simple and
occurs in such a manner as to allow oxygen to have access at all stages of the
oxidation process.
!

Basically as demonstrated in the preceding, G/M interfaces are achieved

when stable chemical equilibrium exist at the interfaces. Notwithstanding,
compatibility of the electronic structures of the two phases is required but not
easily acquired because of the incompatibility of the metallic and ionic-covalent
bonding. Thus a transition oxide phase is necessary at the interface that is
compatible with both the metal and the glass. Oxides are such structures
whereby redox reactions in the metal reacts with glass to oxidize or ‘dissolve’ and
a cation in the glass is reduced releasing oxygen anions that are picked up by
the oxidized metal atoms. Once complete saturation of a metal oxide reaches
chemical equilibrium the interface is stable. Of course the traditionally simpler
manner instead of depending on the complex redox reactions is to preoxidize the
metal in air before applying the glass (Section 2.2).
!

A schematic outline representing a typical belt furnace with the process for

preoxidizing followed by sealing is presented in Figure 2.8. An idealized
“assumed” production cycle is presumed to be accomplished under a uniform
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slightly reducing atmosphere. However, reality dictates variations in temperature
zones and the flow rate of a shielding atmosphere composed of nitrogen,
hydrogen, and to a lesser extent hydro-carbons creates separate oxidizing and
reducing regions. Whereby it becomes possible to exploit the positioning of the
oxidizing zone and administer preoxidizing of the metal surfaces prior to sealing.
Preoxidizing occurs before the softening point of the glass is reached, thus
oxidizing the entire metal substrate before the pressed glass powder preform
wets the metal substrate. Once the glass has been flowed and allowed wet to the
surface appropriately a reducing phase is administered to establish a tenacious
surface oxide which establishes corrosion resistance of the post-sealing exposed
metal and provides cosmetic presentation.

Figure 2.8. Schematic of Typical Belt Furnace Production L → R
!

∴ Recall during sealing, the processing requirements for the achievement of

chemical bonding at the G/M interface are: (1) the formation of a continuous
intimate interface by wetting of liquid glass on the metal at the sealing
temperature; (2) the presence of stable chemical equilibrium at the diffuse
interface either by preoxidizing or glass/metal redox reactions.
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Section 2.3.4 Ceramic, Glass-Ceramic to Metal Seals
!

Ceramic-to-metal bonding occurs slightly different than G/M bonding.

Traditionally ceramics display higher melting temperatures than the mating base
metal and subsequently cannot be flowed or raised above their work point within
a metal header. Furthermore, pure metals will not normally wet ceramics, thus
direct fusion processes cannot traditionally be used to produce ceramic-metal
seals.5B Most likely a brazing process with a low melting alloy interlayer must be
employed.
!

A hybrid between a ceramic and glass seal is produced when a glass capable

of nucleating a crystal phase is used as a medium to produce a glass-ceramic
(G-C) to metal seal. G-C/M seals have the ability to be flowed into complex
geometries and strengthened by crystallization. During consideration of glassceramic materials the interfacial reactions must be carefully limited to ensure
undesired redox products or precipitated phases with mismatched thermal
expansions and elastic characteristics are not fostered.
!

A major advantage of glass-ceramics compared to glasses as a sealing

medium are their propensity to a broader range of practical thermal expansion
coefficients comparatively to base metal mediums. Moreover, glass-ceramics are
able to produce complex non-linear thermal expansion profiles that can be
tailored to more closely mirror a variety of alloys based on degree and
composition of phases formed.
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Figure 2.9. Idealized Customization of G/M Seal CTEs
!

G-C/M seals are classically formed either with the nucleation of crystals at

external surfaces or by epitaxial growth on heterogeneous nuclei formed from
internally added nucleating agents. Throughout nucleation and growth, kinetics
must be properly determined from the appropriate sealing cycle to ensure large
or inappropriate crystals are not produced. Additionally as stated small
heterogeneities must be produced from the glass composition that can act as
efficient nucleation centers. Normally glass-ceramics are accomplished by a two
stage heating schedule. During nucleation, a large number of nuclei are formed
at a temperature below the growth temperature of large crystals. Once sufficient
embryo(s) are formed a higher temperature crystallization cycle is performed to
induce crystal growth. Especially, when considering a G-C/M seal, potential
reactions between diffusing metallic species and the nucleating agent must be
prohibited to prevent the development of a coarse microstructure in the interfacial
region or regions of high proportion residual glass.5B
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Figure 2.10. Typical Sealing Profile to Crystalize G-C/M Seals
!

Extensive work during the 1980’s at Mound Lab by Monsanto Crop. a DOE

GOCO detailed the creation of a multiconstituent lithia-alumina-silica (LAS)
glass-ceramic and a nickel based super alloy hermetic seal. Research has also
produced quality seals between 304L Stainless and a LAS glass-ceramic.20 This
particular glass composition was originally discussed by Borom et al. who
showed that a glass-ceramic could be formed after heat-treating.21 Following the
initial discovery of a high CTE glass-ceramic, R.E. Loehman et. al., of Sandia
National Labs was able to prove crystallization resulted from epitaxial growth by
heterogeneous nucleation.22 The LAS glass-ceramic crystallization is controlled
by the addition of P2O5 and the profile used to control the formation of
metasilicate and disilicate. They showed that Li2Si2O3, Li2,Si2O5, and cristobalite
(SiO2) crystallize by epitaxial growth on lithium orthophosphate (Li3PO4)
crystallites that form from the addition of a P2O5 nucleating agent.
!

Subsequent developments of sealing cycles at Mound Lab expanded upon

the original chemistry through several parametric studies which defined physical
properties as a function of composition and thermal profiles.13,23,24 Later tailoring
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of the sealing procedures gave rise to extensive Auger studies of G/M interfaces
of Inconel and Hastelloy super alloys subject to surface cleaning treatments.25,26
The work even led to development of an aluminum containing stainless steel
alloy (alloy 896 and 899) that produced an aluminum transition oxide that
increases the chemical equilibrium to the alumina in the LAS G-C.19 Finally, work
culminated in the late 1980’s with studies focused on atmospheric control of
wetting and hydrogen bubble formation.27,28 Once the DoE decommissioned
Mound Lab in 1993 the era of advanced G-C/M seal development for CAD and
ordnance systems production came to an end.
!

In summary G-C/M seals produced with the Lithium Alumina Silica (LAS)

system are a particularly good candidate for metal-insulating seals which function
to contain containing caustic chemicals, and have several advantages over
conventional glasses or ceramics. Generally they: (1) are very robust to chloride
attack; (2) exhibit superior chemical and mechanical durability compared to G/M
seals; (3) require fewer processing steps than ceramic seals; (4) can be flowed
into complex geometries; (5) have an increased temperature performance over
conventional glasses, and (6) possess a tailorable CTE.

SECTION 2.4 MECHANICAL STRUCTURE OF G/M SEALS
!

Many factors contribute to the overall serviceability and lifetime of a hermetic

G/M seal. Principally as detailed previously, chemical bonding must occur at the
interface between the glass or glass-ceramic and metal. Likewise, proper wetting
and mechanical adhesion must be achieved to insure mechanical strength.11 One
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of the principle factors to mechanical performance is thermal expansion matching
of the glass or glass/ceramic to the metal.
!

Once the glass is flowed into the header geometry and cooled below the

annealing point internal residual stresses begin to accumulate as the metal
header contracts faster than the glass. Figure 2.10 illustrates two CTE curves,
one for a glass and one for a metal. Pure metals expand at a uniform rate,
meaning their thermal expansion is a constant that is largely independent of
temperature (provided no phase changes take place). Glasses on the other hand
are temperature dependent and grow at an increasing rate, and are also
dependent upon the composition and the thermal history of the glass.

Figure 2.11. Idealized Glass and Metal CTE Plot at Room Temperature
!

According to Figure 2.11, in the idealized system consider the case of a

compression seal: once the glass has wet the metal and lowered just below the
annealing/set point of the glass no significant stress relief by internal flow can
take place.29 The metal header contracts, not allowing the glass to follow its path
back to the original stress state and the glass’s expansion is displaced [displaced
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curve]. The proportion to which strains are induced, [X] is such that at the
annealing temperature the expansion curve for the glass is shifted or displaced to
intersect the curve for the substrate metal, i.e. stress free at the annealing
temperature. Thus the proportional [X] value at room temperature is an
estimation of the residual compressive stress in the glass.
!

Consequently strain due to differential expansion becomes permanent and

three principal stresses are produced in G/M seals. The axial, radial and
tangential stress states are represented on the following page in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12. Stress States in G/M Seals
!

Upon cooling, in a compression seal, the header and to a less extent the

feedthroughs contract more than the sealing medium. The mismatch in CTE and
ensuing contraction ideally exert circumferential and radial compressive forces
upon the sealing medium. Caution must be taken to not accumulate excessive
compression forces which could give rise to detrimental tensile forces in an
orthogonal plane of the glass.
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! Axial stresses act in the longitudinal direction, perpendicular to the diameter
of the seal and parallel the primary pin/header axis. Generally these stresses
develop when the seal expands or contracts, from being cooled below the
annealing point, in the axial direction of the header. Radial stresses in the glass
develop as the glass is constricted by the header. These compressive stresses
act perpendicular to the axis of the seal and inward from the header. Finally
tangential or circumferential stresses act as a tangent plane to the outer radius of
the seal or much like a hoop stress.
!

The majority of G/M seals used in applications requiring high strength are of

mis-matched CTE compression design. The strength of a compression design is
owing to the glass being placed in a state of compression by the header
assembly.

Ergo the header has a higher contracting CTE than the glass and

during forming contracts more than the glass. Header contraction creates radial
and axial compressive forces that produced compressive residual stresses in the
glass. Meanwhile the feedthroughs generally are designed to retain a balance of
forces by employing a matching CTE, which act to sustain the compressive
stresses from the header.
Section 2.4.1 FEA Models
!

The seal must survive many different environments, and survival is based

largely on the stress state of the seal. Proper design requires either a zero stress
or a compressive stress state in the glass at room temperature. Tensile stresses
will lead to micro-cracking and loss of hermeticity.30
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!

To this day, the guiding body of research for construction and design of G/M

seals remains the work conducted during the early 1980’s at Sandia National
Laboratories by S.N. Burchett et al.30 Burchett’s work focused on geometric
configurations, thermal cycling, and the effect of multiple pin seals in a metal
housing. Additionally Burchett specifies the design and manufacturing
considerations for a coaxial compression G/M seal with a particular material
combination. The goal of the work was to couple the design with manufacturing
guidelines to yield a mechanically optimized G/M coaxial compression pin seal.
!

In 1993 Bruchett provided an extension of the publication “Some Guidelines

for the Mechanical Design of Coaxial Compression Pin Seals.” The extension
stated that during heat-treatment for sealing the temperatures reached were
capable of annealing the Alloy 52 pins.31 This research focused on the increase
in ductility and lowering yield strength of the pins. Thermal residual stresses were
then computed with annealed pins and the improved results were used to
reconstruct the previous set of guidelines that originated from his initial study.
Bruchett found that annealing of the pins significantly narrows the optimal design
range. Also of importance, the presence of excessive pin wetting was shown to
greatly impact the glass’s residual stress state.
!

One of the most influential papers came from the Mound Lab and directly

tested the mechanical designs of several configurations of CAD units, one of
which is able to withstand in excess of 100,000 PSI hydrostatic loading. This
study is unique in that it did not look principally at material selection and control
parameters, but subtle design changes in configuration of the G/M seal itself. 32
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!

Figure 2.13, from an FEA model by Maughan et al. in 2008 advances the

largest difference in stress state is an abrupt transition localized at the oxide
interface of the glass to metal.33 The findings signify the element on the glass
face is in great compression and the adjacent element just in the metal is in great
tangential tension. Accordingly, as previously detailed, the G/M interface is a
concentration not only marked by a sharp transition in mechanical properties,
chemical bonding and CTE mismatch, but is also a localized concentration of
residual stresses.

Figure 2.13. Residual Stresses Developed From G/M Sealing33
!

Two of the most significant recent models were created at Sandia National

Lab. Tandon et al., in 2007 produced a FEA deformation model which revealed,
for the geometry in consideration, small strain plastic deformation in the metals
caused local and global tensile stresses in the glass, where compressive
stresses were expected.34 Additionally, the FEA model produced a “pinching”
effect which is magnified by increasing stiffness in pin material and is localized
near the header interface. The study found placing the pins as far from the metal
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shell as possible is potentially the best way to reduce fracture probability of the
glass.
!

Gullerud et al., in 2010 presented a crack stability probabilistic approach,

whereby material properties were normalized with temperature.35 The model
consisted of a 20-degree cross-section wedge with symmetry planes on the sides
and bottom. Their proposed approach utilizes improved material models, a
Weibull-statistics approach to fracture, and a J-integral approach to determine
crack stability/growth. The primary short coming of this model is that for some
values of the Weibull modulus, the model is unable to deal with singularities at
the interface. This is especially true in predicting fracture in combine tensilecompressive states such as those commonly found with-in one element of either
side of a metal/glass interface.

SECTION 2.5 ENCOMPASSING THOUGHTS
!

The idea of G/M seals has existed for many years and application is largely

based on empirical experience. When conducting literature searches especially
for mechanical properties of G/M seals information is difficult to find or to an
extent lacking. This is especially true when looking at extremely high-strain rate
loading conditions such as subjected to by CAD/PADs. This literature survey
seeks to illustrate a basic understanding of several potentially underlying
concepts, which are expected to aid this dissertation.
!

A G/M seal as an elastically mismatched interface or oxide interface is of

significant interest due to the mechanical transition of an ionic/covalently bonded
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brittle base material to a more ductile metallically bonded base material. For
example, events such as precipitates can lead to a localized creation of a
mismatch in thermal expansion between phases that consequently manifest very
high localized internal stresses. During cooling, this transition region is especially
prone to differential contraction which has the undesirable ramification of
interfacial debonding, fracture of the glass, or rarely failure in the metallic
component.
!

To date the majority of FEA models focus on deformation and prediction of

compressive/tensile stresses of the assembly as a unit. Extensive work has been
conducted to establish and model the chemical nature of adherence at the oxide
interfaces based on brittle fracture; however, no preceding study, as far as the
author is aware, has ever incorporated the interfacial mechanical structure of the
G/M seal.
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Chapter 3.

EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

SECTION 3.1 INTRODUCTION
!

Construction of G/M seals is traditionally accomplished by conveying parts

through a belt furnace with a controlled reducing atmosphere of hydrogen and
nitrogen composition. In the case of titanium and other readily oxidized alloys or
metals sensitive to nitrogen/hydrogen embrittlement, pure argon is utilized as a
control shield to control oxide development. Nevertheless, the expense of argon
and limited atmospheric control within a belt furnace make argon counterproductive as a belt furnace atmosphere. The following methodology was
modeled after industrial level production; however, conducted in a batch muffle
furnace capable of controling a broad combination of parameters.
!

In general, the necessary material parameters are: a high strength and

corrosion resistant metal and glass, a near match in CTE between the glass and
metal, wettability of the metal by the glass, and chemical compatibility at the
interface during sealing temperatures.
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SECTION 3.2 EMBODIMENT OF DESIGN
!

Many different design configurations exist for both G/M seals and housing

designs, based on component geometry, materials, and CAD/PAD performance
requirements. The components and dimensions of the initiator under
consideration in this dissertation are represented in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1.
Symbol

9013
303 S.S.1 Hastelloy Elan 4621 304 S.S.1
1
Glass
C-27632
α (1/°C)[RT-400°C] 10.2 X10-6 10.2 X10-6 16.6 X10-6 12.0 X10-6 10-20X 10-6 17.8 X10-6
K (W/m-°C)
100.0
1.09
16.4
----14.0-16.3
Cp (W-sec/Kg)
0.385
0.8
0.46
0.42
--0.46
3
ρ (Kg/m )
8500
2200
8030
8890
2400
8000
E (MPa)
206.9 X103 67.57 X103 193.1 X103 205 X103 78.60 X103 193.1 X103
ET/E
----0.1
----0.1
ν
0.3
0.21
0.3
----0.3
σy (MPa)
344.7
--241.3
355.8
--210
σT (MPa)
--34.5
517
681.3
45.0
564
σC (MPa)
--275.8
--------Alloy 521

Table 3.1. Thermal and Mechanical Properties
!

The seal was selected based on its previous empirical knowledge in this

application and observed optimization limitations. Figure 3.1 shows the geometry
used in this study and how the initiator fits into a CAD. For the purpose of this
dissertation, failure occurs if the G/M seal’s structural integrity is compromised
beyond capacity to maintain containment. Failure of other components is not
considered. Appendix B demonstrates the functional sequence of events during
successful detonation.[8]1 Ideally, the G/M seal remains intact and all energy is
transferred into the rupture of the burst/rupture disc.

[8] A

deflagration event is characterized by a subsonic flame propagation velocity. In contrast, a
detonation event is characterized by supersonic flame propagation velocities.
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Figure 3.1. Dimensions and Materials of G/M Seal
!

Although the procedure is relatively simple, over the years, it has proven

exceptionally difficult to obtain, with any consistency, functional seals that meet
the required standards of performance. Each new set of materials necessitates a
thorough investigation to determine the particular parameters affecting that
individual system.

SECTION 3.3 SAMPLE PRODUCTION
!

Sample metal headers were fabricated of 303ss and 304Lss commercially

available bar stock according to Figure 3.2, see Section 3.4 for exact chemistry.
Machining was performed on a Citizen L-20 Swiss Screw Machine with
Hangsterfer’s 5418 cutting fluid and machined to a surface finish of ~20µin. Parts
were collected leaving the machining head in a vat of Hangsterfer’s Ozonic 203
aqueous cleaner for five minutes and placed in an evacuated argon flood until
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precleaning prior to sealing. Pressed sintered powder preforms of Elan 46 LAS
glass-ceramic and Elan 13 were acquired from standard production practice by
Elan Technologies Inc. in accordance with Figure 3.2. Hastelloy C-276 and Alloy
52 feedthroughs were square cut electrochemically by copper electrodes with
automated feed in accordance with Figure 3.2. Specifically these feedthrough
alloys have the following compositions (in wt%) Alloy 52: C-0.01, Si-0.10,
Mn-0.29, P-0.004, S-0.002, Al-0.009, Cr-<0.01, Ni-50.610, Cu-0.021, Fe-48.92;
and C-276: C-0.006, Si-0.05, Mn-0.48, P-0.003, S-<0.001, Cr-15.60, Ni-58.4,
Mo-15.67, V-0.04, W-3.70. Likewise, the approximate chemistry of Elan 13 is of
the standard Corning 9013 alkali barium glass, and Elan 46 is a Lithium Alumina
Silica (LAS) glass-ceramic of approximately (mol%): SiO2-70, Al2O3-2.8, Li2O-23,
K2O-2.5, B2O3-1.8.
*Special appreciation to Elan Technologies Inc. for preform and production assistance.

Section 3.3.1 Precleaning
!

Prior to sealing or passivating, the headers and feedthroughs were removed

from argon store and subjected to a three step cleaning process in accordance
with Table 3.2. The solvent cleaning removed organic materials, namely any
residual processing oils and fingerprints.
1. Ultrasonically clean submerged in Reagent Acetone (3min).
2. Ultrasonically clean part in two-step cleaning solution (2min).
-80% by volume isopropyl alcohol,
20% by volume distilled water.
3. Rinse part in distilled demineralized water, then ultrasonically clean in DI water ~15-18 MΩ (1 min)
4. Ultrasonically clean part in isopropyl alcohol (1min)

Table 3.2. Four-Step Cleaning Process
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Section 3.3.2 Passivation
!

Ten headers each 303 and 304L where set aside and passivated according

to Federal Specification QQ-P-35C, 1988 that applies to CAD/PAD stainless
steel.36 It is standard production practice that all stainless steel is passivated
prior to sealing. According to procedure, Type II-Medium temperature nitric acid
solution with sodium dichromate additive was prescribed for treatment of 303 and
Type VII-Medium temperature nitric acid solution was prescribed for treatment of
304L. Per QQ-P35C, Type II solution contained 20-25% by volume of nitric acid
and 2.5+/- 0.5 percent by weight of sodium dichromate. Parts were processed for
20 minutes at a temperature range between 120-130°F. Likewise, Type VI
contained between 25-45% by volume of nitric acid with no sodium dichromate.
Parts were processed 30 minutes at a temperature range between 70-90°F.
Immediately after removal from the passivating solution parts were thoroughly
rinsed in water containing a maximum total solid content of 200ppm and
accomplished by a combination of stagnant and spray rinse.
Section 3.3.3 Sealing
!

The next treatment is the sealing operation. This operation involved a gas

shielded heating cycle typically used during the fabrication of headers. The
operation served a two-fold purpose: (1) it melted and flowed the parent glass to
form a G/M seal, and (2) in the case of a G-C/M seal it controlled the formation of
the glass-ceramic from the parent glass.
!

A Lindberg Blue-M ceramic fiber muffle/chamber box furnace, with isolated

Moldatherm™ heating element and insulation composite capable of room
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temperature to 1100℃ operation was configured according to Figure 3.3. The
total volume of the chamber muffle hot zone was 0.1875 cubic feet with a
uniformity of a reported +/- 2℃ @1100℃, 39% holding power. A type ‘K’
thermocouple was inserted in the rear of the hot zone and connected to an
integrated Yokogawa multiple segment programable microprocessor PID
controller and operated via. RS-485 communications port with Specview Plus™
version 2.5, build 830/32 from a stand alone personal computer.

Figure 3.2. Experimental Production Setup
!

Two different gas atmospheres were used during the course of this

experimental procedure, whose flow was high enough to allow complete gas
replacement 20 times per hour: 100% argon, and 95% nitrogen/5% hydrogen.
Ultrahigh research purity argon was obtained gaseous from a built in gas purifier
(BIP) with the following certification: Oxygen <10 ppb, Water <20 ppb, THC (as
Methane)< ppb, Nitrogen <5 ppm. The 95%N-5%H was a premixed gas bottle of
certified standard grade forming gas. Each time the atmosphere shield was
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changed or resumed from idol, it was slow purged at 5 CFH for 10 minutes, then
fast purged 35 CFH for 20 minutes. This slow then fast purging was performed to
ensure turbulence, muffle insulation, and that graphite fixtures did not entrap
residual oxygen.
!

Dew point regulation was performed inline according to experimental setup

Figure 3.3. Dew point was measured just prior to entering the furnace with a
Extech EA20 Hygrometer-data-logger having a dew point range of -40.0℃ to
60℃ +/- 1.8℃. Although the higher atmosphere dew points were easily obtained,
lower atmospheric dew points required longer purge times. For high dew point an
inline 350cc bubble humidifier with DI water was placed prior to the hygrometer
sampling port, and for dry atmospheres a bubbler by-pass was used directly from
the gas supply. The dew point was sampled periodically through out furnace runs
to ensure consistency. This equipment allowed the adjustment of atmospheric
dew points between -20℃ and 20℃ and easily controlled to within +/- 2℃.
!

Four furnace runs were administered and each assembly index coded

according to material selection nomenclature per Appendix A. Test Matrix
Production Variables: xxx-xxx-xxx-092013, xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx-092113, xxx-xxxxxx-092313, and xxx-xxx-xxx-092413. In all furnace runs parts were pre-cleaned
in accordance with Section 3.3.1 and passivated, when specified, per 3.3.2.
Standard production graphite fixtures, machined accordingly and with CTE of
4.3x10-6 (25℃-400℃) were used to secure assembled parts during sealing.
Respective furnace atmospheres and material combinations were administered
for each run according to Table 3.3-Furnace Run Identification.
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Material Combination
(Header-Preform-Pin)

Furnace
Run

Control Atmosphere

Thermal
Profile

304-046-276

-092013

100% Argon DP: -8.8°C (Dry)

1

304-013-052

-092013

100% Argon DP: -8.8°C (Dry)

1

303-013-052

-092013

100% Argon DP: -8.8°C (Dry)

1

304-046-276

-092113

95%N-5%H DP: -13.8°C (Dry)

1

304-046-276

-092313

95%N-5%H DP: 19.72°C (Wet)

1

303-013-052

-092413

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

303-013-276

-092413

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

303-046-276

-092413

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

304-013-052

-092413

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

304-046-276

-092413

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

Table 3.3. Furnace Run Identification
!

Two thermal profiles were selected, based on previous knowledge, and

administered according to Table 3.3. Profile one (1) consisted of the traditional
single hump profile traditionally used to seal amorphous Elan 13. Specifically, this
profile (1) was as follows: 50 min to 960℃, held for 15 min at 960℃ and allowed
to flow, and cooled between 10-20℃/min with an annealing hold at 480℃ for 10
min, approximately a five hour cool. Profile two (2) allowed for heat-treatment of
the Elan 46 glass-ceramic and permitted the growth of a high expansion phase
crystoballite. Likewise, the exact profile (2) was as follows: 42 min to 960℃, held
for 15 min at 960℃ and allowed to flow, and cooled 8℃/min with a crystallization
hold at 780℃ for 20 min and furnace cooled, approximately a 5.5 hour cool.
Once the furnace reached approximately 150℃ sealing was assumed complete
and samples were removed.
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Section 3.3.4 Witness Samples
!

During each of the four production runs Sessile drop contact wetting angle

and dilatrometry samples were collected. Witness disks were machined 1/8” thick
from the same 303ss and 304Lss bar stock as headers and detailed in Section
3.4. Surface profile was consistent to 30 µin across all buttons and measured
with a Mitutayo SJ-201 profilometer. Preforms where positioned on metal
buttons, which were resting on the top face of the graphite production fixture.
Placement on top of the fixture ensured similar thermal lag to actual assembly
parts. Contact angle measurements of the glass-ceramic on the two alloys were
obtained as a function of gas atmosphere and atmospheric dew point.
Measurements were made with a DinoXcope optical eye and proprietary
software.
!

One 304L and one 303 standard tensile test specimens were collected while

thermal profile one (1) xxx-xxx-xxx-092013 was administered, and one 304L
collected while thermal profile two (2) xxx-xxx-xxx-092413 was administered.
Tensile specimens were machined from the same bar stock as headers and used
to assess the effect of annealing from the thermal processing and were
incorporated in FEA models.
!

During each of the four furnace runs, glass-ceramic dilatrometry witness

samples were collected. The type and quantities of crystals grown are dependent
on the furnace cycle used. With conventional thermal expansion measurement
the final crystallized product is measured. Powder Elan 46 glass from the same
lot as the sintered powder preforms was compressed in a vertical graphite mold
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consisting of a 1/4” hole drilled 3/4” deep. A weight cap was placed on top to
enhance flow.

SECTION 3.4 AUGER OXIDE CHARACTERIZATION
!

Six samples were oxidized under identical thermal profile: 43 min. rise to

950°C followed by a five hour cool to room temperature. Pre-cleaning and
production were in accordance with “Section 3.3 Sample Production Procedure.”
Two alloys, 303 and 304L stainless steel, were used in this study of
approximately the same composition. The primary difference being amount of
Sulfur. Specifically these alloys have the following compositions (in wt%) 303:
C-0.048, Si-0.570, Mn-1.770, P-0.029, S-0.330, Cr-17.170, Ni-8.570, Mo-0.370,
N-0.033, Cu-0.480, Zr-0.002; and 304L: C-0.022, Si-0.403, Mn-1.076, P-0.027,
S-0.030, Cr-18.062, Ni-9.044, Mo-0.448, N-0.054, Cu-0.490. The geometry of the
sample was an intact header with no preform or feedthroughs. Furnace
conditions were as follows in two separate runs: one 303 header in a dry
atmosphere of 95%N-5%H composition with a dew-point of -12.7°C; one 303 and
one 304L, and one passivated 303 and one passivated 304L header in a dry
atmosphere of 100% Argon with a dew-point of -13.5°C, see 3.3.2 . The first two
trials were conducted by suspending the header in standard production graphite
fixture. The third trial, one 303 in dry Argon with dew-point of -13.7°C, was
conducted in an empty muffle furnace, cleaned in accordance with manufacturer
instructions, with headers only and no graphite fixtures or other production
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samples. Samples were removed by metal pliers cleaned in isopropyl alcohol
and acetone and clean bagged for transfer to inspection.
!

A Varian Depth Profiling Auger Spectrometer (AES) with sputter depth

profiling was used to analyze the oxides on the 303 and 304L samples. Under
the sputtering conditions that were used (3 keV Ar+), a sputter rate of 15 nm/min
on a silicon nitride thin film reference sample was measured. On each sample
surface AES kinetic energy spectroscopy scans were conducted prior to
tunneling elemental profiling. It is important to note surface scans were collected,
to assess effect of passivation, prior to disrupting the surface with depth
sputtering. Sputtering for in-depth elemental profiles was done with a single ion
gun for a period of 20 minutes. Samples were mounted normal to the ion gun and
flushed with Argon prior to a typical operational vacuum seal of 1x10-9 torr.
*Special appreciation to UDRI surface analysis lab for data collection assistance.

SECTION 3.5 NANOINDENTATION CHARACTERIZATION
!

Eight representative production samples were selected at random from four

batches manufactured in conformance with the pre-cleaning and production
methodology of “Section 3.3 Sample Production Procedure.” Samples were
collected in accordance with Appendix A- Test Matrix: two header alloys 303ss
and 304Lss- see Section 3.4 for chemistry; two feedthrough materials Alloy 52
and Hastelloy C-267; and two glasses Elan 13 and Elan 46, see Section 3.3 for
exact feedthough and glass chemistry. The exact selection is one each of the
following combinations in Table 3.4-Sample Selection, also see section 3.3.3.
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Material Combination
(Header-Preform-Pin)

Control Atmosphere
(See 3.3)

Thermal Profile
(See 3.3)

304-046-276

100% Argon DP: -8.8°C (Dry)

1

304-046-276

95%N-5%H DP: -13.8°C (Dry)

1

304-046-276

95%N-5%H DP: 19.72°C (Wet)

1

303-013-052

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

303-013-276

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

303-046-276

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

304-013-052

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

304-046-276

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

Table 3.4. Sample Selection
!

Samples were cross-sectioned normal to the axis, mounted, and polished to

0.05 micron in diamond suspension. No alumina polishing compounds were
used. Silicon carbide paper and diamond suspension were used to prevent cross
contamination with the LAS alumina containing glass.
!

Nanomechanical analysis was conducted with an Agilent Nanoindenter G200

with the Dynamic Contact Module (DCM), which is an ultra-low force and ultrahigh resolution indentation transducer, and the Express Test(C) options. A
Berkovich shaped indentation tip was use to conduct all of the tests. The Agilent
Nano Indenter G200 Express Test option was used to perform the indentation
test arrays. This option allowed high speed nanoindentation testing to be
completed at a rate of 1 test every 1 second, enabling large test arrays to be
completed in reasonable amounts of time. Each indentation test was
independently performed and analyzed using the Oliver-Pharr analysis for quasistatic nanoindentation to determine hardness and elastic modulus.37 The results
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from each test include Maximum Load, Maximum Penetration Depth, Contact
Stiffness, Surface Contact Displacement, Hardness, Elastic Modulus, and test
location. Nanomechanical Hardness and Modulus evaluation of each sample
were performed in a square grid consisting of up to 1,600 distinct sites. The grid
was positioned bisecting the bulk metal and the bulk glass, or rather bounding
the oxide interface. 2-D image plots for the interfaces of the feedthroughs and
headers on each sample were collected with accompanying charts. Also, two bimodal distribution histograms and 2-D plots for the two phase LAS bulk glassceramic were collected-one set corresponding to each of the two crystallization
profiles conducted in argon atmosphere.
!

The results made it possible to generate high quality surface topography and

mechanical properties maps and were compared to ensure that surface
topography was not influencing trends in the measured mechanical properties. A
fused silica reference material was tested on a regular basis throughout the
duration of testing to ensure that tip wear was not occurring. Tip wear was not
observed throughout testing even though a total of 33 arrays were completed
consisting of 10,972 independent indentation tests. The reference sample was
also used to conduct and verify tip area calibrations.
!

Indentation tests were spaced sufficiently far apart to prevent influencing

subsequence tests. Appropriate spacing was selected by testing material
components of the samples with variations in test spacing; then, analyzing the
results statistically at a 95% confidence level to conclude that the sets of
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measured mechanical properties were selected from the same population. On
average the spacing was 1.5 microns.
*Special appreciation to Nanomechanics Inc. for data collection assistance.

SECTION 3.6 SEM/EDX CHARACTERIZATION
!

Following nanomechanical analysis of Section 3.5, the exact eight samples ,

see Table 3.4, were gold sputtered and analyzed using a JEOL JSM 6060
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and X-ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDX). Whereby, X-rays with characteristic energies of the elements from which
they originated were produced. These x-rays were sensed by a Oxford
Instruments INCA x-act detector whose output was sent to a multi-channel
analyzer with pre-established settings for given x-ray energies of specific
elements. Analysis was performed under high vacuum conditions utilizing a
20.0kV accelerating voltage with working distance of approximately
15mm-17mm, and spot size of approximately 37%. The magnification for the
analysis was recorded with an imprint scale. A grid dimension of 256 x 256 was
used with a dwell time per pixel of 8μs for searching and 16μs for measuring.
The size criteria for analysis was a minimum size of 0.3μm and a maximum size
of 50.0μm. The maximum number of particles analyzed, as set by program
parameters, was 4000. EDX parameters had a nominal duration of 3s, a
maximum of 6s, a minimum count of 300 and a target count of 2500. An EDX
Copper calibration check was performed prior to and following each analysis.
Operational settings restricted detection to the elements which are given along
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with the x-ray lines used for detection. The number of elements (among those
detectable by EDX) is not restricted by the SEM/EDX or by the software and the
assortment of elements can be changed. The number of elements selected
affects the overlap of x-ray lines, but ambiguities are resolved by the x-ray
detection software using known correlated x-ray emissions for the specific
elements. In scanning the entire range of the multi-channel analyzer, a semiquantitative assessment of the detected elements was produced. Elemental
intensities were mapped within a selected 2-D area or along a selected profile.
*Special appreciation to UDRI SEM lab for data collection assistance.

SECTION 3.7 FEA MODEL
Finite Element Analysis, mechanics of material method, was used to model the
max principal residual stress state from annealing to room temperature (assumed
stress free at annealing temperature). Meshes of the assembled G/M seal were
analyzed in ComsolⓇ Multiphysics v4.3b Simulation. Two models were
constructed respectively with material combinations: 304-052-013 and
304-046-276. Both were administered thermal profile two (2) and data from
appropriate nanomechanical results incorporated. Results of the nanomechanical
interface properties were incorporated as a gradient shell 0.001” thick around the
inner diameter of the header to be representative of the measured oxide. A linear
hardening model with a temperature-dependent yield criteria was used for the
304L header. The Young’s modulus of the glasses were assumed to be
independent of temperature. The meshes of the bulk materials were tied to the
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gradient shells; this approach is equivalent to assuming the shear and tensile
strengths of the interfaces are infinite. It may be noted that most of these material
assumptions have been used in analysis at Sandia National Labs for design
purposes see 2.4.1.
*Special appreciation to Alta-Sim Technologies for modeling assistance.

SECTION 3.8 SERVICEABILITY TESTING
!

Following production, representative seals were evaluated by helium leak rate

test and destructively by drop weight impact loading to assess overall quality. The
effective life of a CAD is based on the hermeticity and stability of the pyrotechnic
components.[9] Hermeticity of a G/M seal is measured by the quality of being
impervious to air and corrosive chemicals. One indication of the quality of
hermeticity is proper formation of the meniscus, which also indicates correct
forming procedures. Contrastingly, poor wetting can signify a G/M seal production
problem, such as too much oxidation of the metal. Thus, proper forming
geometry was assessed visually prior to serviceability testing.
Section 3.8.1 Hermeticity
!

All assemblies were tested to a supply of 1 atmosphere (15 psi) helium, with

4.0 x 10-8 cc/sec set as reject parameter. Assemblies where placed in a fixture,
with face contacting the vacuum leak detector, sealed with an aluminum seal ring
coated with Dow Corning 111 lubricant. Helium was supplied on the opposing or

[9]

Hermetic G/M seal: Determined to be a leak rate of helium less than 10-6 cc/sec by DoD or 10-8
cc/sec by DoE.
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rather outer face (feedthrough pins protruding inside supply helium containment
chamber) with o-ring seals to maintain containment. Vacuum was pulled and
measurements recorded from a calibrated VIC Model SC7 0787 (measurement
in cc/sec) leak detector.
Section 3.8.2 Drop Weight
!

Dynamic impact tests were accomplished by loading with a non-compressible

hydraulic fluid, Diala AX, the charge cavity on the assembled unit and impacted
via. blunt force falling freely under the influence of gravity onto an opposing
plunger, see Appendix C. The pressure transducer used was a 607-c1 Kistler
70,000 psi rated (120,000 psi maximum limit) transducer with a sensitivity of
0.0125 pc/10,000Mu. The transducer was connected to a 5010 Kistler Amplifier
to provide readout. A retainer sleeve supported the header to ensure the header
did not slip inside the fixture and all energy was transferred as a pressure load
equally across the glass surface. An aluminum seal ring with o-rings provided
fluid containment on the inner face and was torqued to a consistent rating. A
weight of 50 lbs. was released from a max height of 30”. If no overload failure
occurred, i.e. the glass remained intact, the seal was set aside, noted, and not
retested as impact fatigue was assumed to have occurred.
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Chapter 4.

RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

SECTION 4.1 INTRODUCTION
!

During the formation of a LAS glass-ceramic or glass to metal seal, the glass

first melts, then the glass dissolves a thin passive oxide on the metal surface and
finally, the metal begins to form a new transition region in the glass/glassceramic. What remains is an interface customarily evaluated with SEM and EDX
microscopy. Understanding the nanomechanical morphologies of these glass/
metal transition interfaces provides new insight into the structural integrity of the
system.
!

Prior to studying any transition G/M interfaces as a system based on input

parameters such as atmosphere, material selection, thermal profile, and water
concentration, several building block components or subsystems must be
defined. In Section 4.2 the first such subsystem explored is the propensity of a
glass-ceramic to crystalize under two thermal heat-treatments. As the name
implies, glass-ceramics are not an amorphous glass but rather a heterogeneous
retained glass with a crystalline phase(s).21
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!

Experimental nanomechanics makes it possible to break down a highly

heterogeneous materials to the scale where physical chemistry meets continuum
mechanics. Large nanoindentation grids provided by the express test have
sufficiently large sampling quantities to extract significant succinct measurements
that when viewed as a histogram are able to statistically average and
homogenize the subsystem from a discrete scale to a macroscale continuum.
!

The implication being, two bulk heterogeneous glass-ceramics with different

thermal profiles that represent two degrees of crystallization can produce
different mechanical modulus and hardness readings. Signifying the scale of
resolution for a traditional vickers macro-hardness is unable to statistically
resolve these variations on the sub-micro level of continuum mechanics.
Therefore based on the scale of the crystals formed, the bulk LAS G-C of this
study is a perfect subsystem to analyze sub-microscale intrinsic material
properties that do not change from one material to another. Meaning although the
retained glass and crystals have an inherent modulus and hardness, to upscale
the intrinsic material behavior on a macroscale shows variation in the larger
continuum based on the overall degree of crystallization in the bulk G-C.
!

The next subsystem explored prior to the G/M seal as an assembly system is

the surface oxidation of the component metal headers. Oxidation of the metal
headers is paramount to the resulting redox reactions that occur during sealing
which ultimately govern the quality of the G/M interface.12 Without taking time to
analyze this subsystem, an understanding of the resulting G/M interface can not
be completely understood. The presence of undesirable byproducts or oxidation
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layers could cause artifacts ranging from voids to deficiencies in cohesion of the
oxide to the metal or adhesion within the oxide structure. AES surface scans and
depth profiles are able to characterize the surface chemistry on 303ss and
304Lss headers subjected to several different production techniques.
!

AES surface scans on 303 headers exposed to an argon sealing cycle with

and without graphite fixturing serve to quantify surface contamination and the
effectiveness of precleaning procedures. AES depth profiles on 303 and 304L in
both forming gas (95N/5H) and argon atmospheres with and with out passivation
determine the quality of metal oxidation. Knowing the composition vs. depth
provides discernment of the potential tenacity with respect to variations in metal
chemistry, atmosphere composition and prior passivation as well as establishing
the overall oxide thickness. In order for a tenacious stainless steel oxide to be
stable it must exhibit a chromium enrichment layer and serves to protect
elements below the exposed surface, such as iron from oxidation.
!

With proper definition of these two subsystems concluded, the concept of

nanoindentation is applied to the G/M seal assembly as a system with variables
of material selection, atmospheric control, and heat-treatment. Variations in these
parameters serve to illustrate contrast in production conditions such as water/
moisture content and reactivity of the shielding atmosphere, and are targeted at
reproducing several known defects and varied quality of the interface systems.
Some sets represent superiority in transition properties and others represent
poor interfacial integrity. Each system is considered as a matching set of electron
spectroscopy and nanomechanical results.
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Four header-glass interface systems are selected per Table 4.1:
Material Combination
(Header-Preform)

Control Atmosphere
(See 3.3)

Thermal Profile Appendix D*
(See 3.3)
Set #

304L - Elan 46 G-C

100% Argon DP: -8.8°C (Dry)

1

3

304L - Elan 46 G-C

95%N-5%H DP: 19.72°C (Wet)

1

5

303 - Elan 13 (9013)

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

6

304L - Elan 46 G-C

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

9

Table 4.1.Header/Glass Interface Selection
Likewise, three feedthrough-glass interfaces systems are examined, Table 4.2:
Material Combination
(Feedthrough-Preform)

Control Atmosphere
(See 3.3)

Thermal Profile Appendix D*
(See 3.3)
Set #

Elan 13 - Alloy 52

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

15

Elan 46 G-C - C276

95%N-5%H DP: -13.8°C (Dry)

1

11

Elan 46 G-C - C276

100% Argon DP: -15.1°C (Dry)

2

16

Table 4.2. Feedthrough/Glass Interface Selection
*The full library of interfaces and accompanying results are presented in
Appendix D.
!

As previously stated continuum mechanics macroscale testing such as

vickers hardness lacks sufficient resolution to resolve and evaluate the
heterogeneous gradients suspected of transition interfaces between
differentiable bulk materials. A grid of nanoindentation sites with spacing of
approximately one micron can offer a microscale clarity of the interface.
Secondly, due simply in part to the large number of data points, statistical
averaging makes it possible to homogenize the interface as gradient values with
respect to distance from the interface and are presented as polynomial fit lines in
Appendix D. Understanding of gradient values enhances FEA modeling by
quantifying complex material properties of the interfacial regions in the G/M seal
system. In fact, the resolution spacing is potentially more refined than an EDX
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scan whose focus beam is reaches an operational resolution scale at a couple
microns. The representative interfaces and accompanying interpretations
illustrate the ability and limitation to assess interfacial quality of G/M seals from a
mechanical perspective.
!

Finally, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) provides one method for optimizing and

predicting potentially susceptible regions for accumulation of detrimental
stresses. Recall that CTE mismatch, residual stress accumulation and differential
chemistry traditionally manifest as stresses concentrated at the seal interface.
The concluding models present a visualization of the effects of interfacial
characterization and include a gradient interface in accordance with the
respective nanomechanical data sets. Two material variations (304-013-052 and
304-046-276) are cooled from an assumed stress free state at the annealing
temperature of the appropriate glass. These models stand only to serve as a
simple illustration of the potential sub-microscale refinement can offer continuum
mechanics. The ever increasing demand to optimize designs will probably
necessitate including interfacial mechanics as a design criteria in the future.

SECTION 4.2 BULK LAS GLASS-CERAMIC ANALYSIS
!

EDX analysis of the crystalline component is consistent with cristobalite and

indicates the glass-ceramic is crystallizing under both thermal heat-treatments,
see Appendix D, Set 3 for complete EDX spectroscopy of the cristobalite crystal.
Furthermore the crystallization studies of Loehman and Headly support this
finding.22 However, under the single hump heating profile utilized, without a dual
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nucleating and crystallization stage thermal treatment, kinetics suppress the
formation of lithium metasilicate and disilicate.24
!

Hardness analysis of the bulk LAS G-C sample from thermal profile (1) is

presented in Figure 4.1, and the bulk LAS G-C sample from thermal profile (2)
[10 min. crystallization hold post sealing] is presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1. 2-D Hardness Map Bulk Glass-Ceramic: Profile 1 (20!m Sq)
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Figure 4.2. 2-D Hardness Map Bulk Glass-Ceramic: Profile 2 (40!m Sq)
!

In both instances the glass and crystalline matrix are distinguished according

to hardness with the lighter colors representing a harder crystalline phase.
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!

Each indentation generates the information content for one pixel and the

scales are sized according to the crystal dimensions. Figure 4.1 is 1/2 the axis
scale of Figure 4.2. making these a 400-pixel and 1600-pixel image respectively.
More simply profile (1) image, Figure 4.1, with a grid spacing of 2 µm, is 25% the
size of the image of profile (2), Figure 4.2, with a grid spacing of 4 µm.
!

Likewise modulus maps constructed for thermal profile (1) and thermal profile

(2) are presented in Figures 4.3 & 4.4 respectively.
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Figure 4.3. 2-D Modulus Map Bulk Glass-Ceramic: Profile 1 (20!m Sq)
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Figure 4.4. 2-D Modulus Map Bulk Glass-Ceramic: Profile 2 (40!m Sq)
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!

Again, Figure 4.3 is 1/2 the axis scale of Figure 4.4 and more clearly

distinguishes the variation in size and percent/degree of crystallization. The
crystals are approximately 80% the dimensional size in thermal profile (1)
compared to thermal profile (2) and with less degree of crystallization, rather
Figure 4.3 has more retained glass vs. Figure 4.4. This is as expected due to the
crystallization hold in the second thermal profile, allowing more time for
nucleation and growth.
!

In Charts 4.1 through 4.4, the 2,000 hardness and modulus measurements

are displayed as histograms. The hardness results manifest a slight bimodal
distribution, whereas the modulus results manifest a pronounced bimodal
distribution. Most significantly, evidence of an increase in the harder crystalline
phase in thermal profile (2) is manifest by a shift in the median hardness value.
The hardness median value increased by about 1 GPa from 7.15 GPa to 8.03
GPa, or 10% -indicating an increase of harder crystals are formed in profile (2)
compared to (1).
! The present work also clearly shows formation of dual phases as
substantiated by well defined bi-modal distributions in both modulus histograms.
The modulus histogram of profile (2) shows a median increase of about 10 GPa
or 12% in elastic modulus between the two histograms. Moreover, in both
histograms the bimodal phase peaks of retained glass and cristobalite are clearly
separated by approximately 45 GPa. The discernment of a subtle difference in
modulus between the two thermal profiles is most likely due simply to the vast
number of measurements of the bulk profile (2) vs. (1), while the bi-modal
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distribution of dual phases is a very significant finding. Viewing 400 and 1600
hardness measurements as either a map or a histogram clarifies a distinction
that would be obscure with only 10–15 vickers measurements.

Chart 4.1. Hardness Histogram Bulk Glass-Ceramic: Profile 1

Chart 4.2. Hardness histogram Bulk Glass-Ceramic: Profile 2
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Chart 4.3. Discrete Modulus Dual-Phase Histogram: Profile 1

Chart 4.4. Discrete Modulus Dual-Phase Histogram: Profile 2
!

High strength glass-ceramics, as illustrated here mechanically, feature the

benefit of strengthening through crystallization of a second phase. This study
documents an increase in degree of crystallization with less retained glass and
overall crystal growth due to thermal processing. When working with G-C/M seals
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it is generally the goal to develop a higher strength via. a higher degree of
crystallization with less retained glass and without coarsening the grains or
significantly shifting the overall hardness to make the seal overly brittle. It is
possible that mechanical properties depend on the orientation of the grain with
respect to the polished surface. Assessment of the crystallographic orientation of
individual grains by transmission-electron microscopy (TEM) could shed
additional light on nanoindentation results.

SECTION 4.3 AUGER OXIDE ANALYSIS
!

It is important to know the oxidation characteristics of the bulk metals isolated

from the G/M Seal system in order to better understand the combined effect of
the behaviors observed when the bulk metal and parent glass interact during
sealing. During sealing, the metal oxide either is reduced/oxidized on the surface,
the glass dissolves the oxide and creates a new chemistry, or more common a
mixture of both occurs.
Section 4.3.1 Effect of Graphite Fixture on 303 in Argon
!

Typical Auger surface scans on 303ss produced in an argon atmosphere

without graphite fixture and with graphite fixture are shown in Figures 4.5 and
4.6. The scan in Figure 4.5 shows that the surface of the sample without graphite
fixture is a mixed oxide surface of nickel and iron. Contaminants of chlorine and
sodium can also be seen. The scan in Figure 4.6 shows that the surface of the
sample with graphite fixture is a mixed oxide surface of chrome and iron.
Contaminants of silicon and tin can also be seen. Most-likely the contaminants
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are remnants from pre-cleaning or in the case of graphite fixtures artifacts of
production. Interestingly, the scans show that the use of graphite fixturing: (1)
causes a decreased surface carbon, (2) an increased surface oxidation, (3)
contributes to chromium oxide enrichment, (4) leaves the surface depleted of
nickel. The increased oxidation can be attributed to the “sponge” effect of the
fixtures to entrap and provide an oxygen source close to the parts during sealing,
and the negative Ellingham slope of the carbon diagram. See Table 2.1 for
standard oxidation reactions of these enrichments.

Figure 4.5. Auger Surface Scan on 303 w/o Graphite Fixture in Argon

Figure 4.6. Auger Surface Scan on 303 with Graphite Fixture in Argon
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Section 4.3.2 Effect of Passivation on 303 in Argon
!

Chart 4.5 comprises the depth profile of a 303 part passivated in accordance

with Section 3.3.2 prior to the oxidation profile and Chart 4.6 comprises the depth
profile of a 303 part not passivated prior to the oxidation profile. On both samples
there is an oxide layer that is enriched in manganese and chromium compared to
the bulk 303 composition. During passivation chrome oxide is preferentially
stabilized and less tenacious oxides are suppressed. As surmised, the
unpassivated sample does display a slight iron enrichment at the surface. Using
the point in each profile where the oxygen signal falls to half of its maximum
value, the estimated thickness of these component oxide layers in each case is
~260 nm thick. The slight rise in carbon level after sputtering into the substrate is
probably an anomaly due to trace hydrocarbons in the Auger vacuum system.

Chart 4.5. Auger Depth Profile on Passivated 303 in Argon
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Chart 4.6. Auger Depth Profile on Unpassivated 303 in Argon
!

Overall, the net effect of passivation prior to sealing shows little difference in

results, with the thickness and composition of chrome oxide on the surface
approximately identical. This is especially true when noting that during sealing
the oxidizing and post-seal descaling steps largely dissolve and re-passivate the
outer most superficial oxides to a stable protective layer.
Section 4.3.3 Effect of Nitrogen/Hydrogen Atmosphere
!

The depth profile of the part captured in Chart 4.7 represents a 303

unpassivated header in a reactive environment of 95% nitrogen and 5%
hydrogen. The profile shows a relatively thick carbonaceous surface layer, most
likely from the graphite in the fixture. There is no evidence of a chromium-rich or
other metallic oxide layer on this part. Chrome oxides are generally very thin and
tenacious, but in a reactive atmosphere can be dissociated.!
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!

The lack of oxides can be explained by the hydrogen reducing atmosphere

oxidizing and neutralizing atmospheric oxygen. Also, the excess hydrogen
reductant (reducing agent) transfers electrons to the metal, and is thus itself
oxidized and preventing oxidation of the metal surface. For example: [2H++ 2e−]
is the oxidizing agent and [H2] the reducing agent, likewise for chrome [Cr3++ 3e−]
is the oxidizing agent and [Cr] the reducing agent. At the same time oxidants are
usually substances with elements in high oxidation states (CrO3), or else highly
electronegative, such as O2 that can gain extra electrons by oxidizing another
substance. At high temperatures in a reactive atmosphere the carbon (supplied
by the graphite fixture) potentially will bond with and produce a thick
carbonaceous scale on the surface, whereby the metals stripped of their oxides
by hydrogen are beneath a carbon layer.

Chart 4.7. Auger Depth Profile on Unpassivated 303 in 95%N-5%H
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Section 4.3.4 Effect of Fixture on 304L in Argon
!

The surface scan in Figure 4.7 shows that the surface of the 304L sample

with graphite fixture is a mixed oxide surface of chrome, manganese, and iron.
Contaminants of chlorine and sodium can also be seen. Again, most likely the
contaminants are remnants from pre-cleaning. The scans show that the 304L
produces a scale CrOxCy-rich surface. Manganese (possibly nickel) and iron are
most probably due to the migration of these elements from the 304L during
processing. This surface enrichment can most likely be attributed to the large free
energy change (or gettering properties) for reactions shown on Table 4.3.

Figure 4.7. Auger Surface Scan on 304L with Graphite Fixture in Argon

Reaction

ΔG1400K(kcal/mole O2)

2 Mn + O2 → 2 MnO
4/3 Cr + O2 → 2/3 Cr2O3
2 Fe + O2 → 2 FeO
3/2 Fe + O2 → Fe3O4
4/3 Fe + O2 → 2/3 Fe2O3
2 Ni + O2 → 2 NiO

-134.883
-121.621
-86.713
-79.796
-73.68
-55.6

Table 4.3. Standard State Free Energies of Formation at 1400K
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!

The corresponding depth profile, presented in Chart 4.7, shows the oxide film

is mostly chromium oxide, although it also contains some iron oxide and
manganese oxide, particularly nearer the surface. Using the point in the profile
where the oxygen signal falls off by half, the estimated thickness of the oxide film
is ~300 nm (0.3 µm) thick.

Chart 4.8. Auger Depth Profile on Unpassivated 304L in Argon
!

Understanding the oxides that form on the bulk metals isolated from the glass

system are essential to controlling and interpreting the oxides that result from
being wet by a glass and dissolved during sealing. Being able to form a coherent
tenacious chrome oxide is crucial to interfacial strength.
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SECTION 4.4 HEADER TO GLASS INTERFACES
!

The following examples are selected to illustrate the header/glass interface

based on the distinctive traits each exhibits. The examples range from unique
findings and poor interfaces with voids, to interfaces exhibiting coherent oxides
with good adhesion and cohesion.
Section 4.4.1 Thermal Profile (1) 304-046-276 [100%Ar Dry]
!

Figure 4.8 shows the interface of a LAS G-C [marked G] to 304L [marked M]

seal prepared in argon with a dew point -8.8°C. In the glass-ceramic, the ceramic
crystals [marked C] are visible that formed during seal cycle thermal profile (1).
The interface lacks adhesion of the oxide to the metal, and is presented as a
longitudinal void along the interface at the surface of the metal [marked by
arrow].

C
M
G

Figure 4.8. SEM Image of Glass-Ceramic (L) to 304L (R) Interface
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!

Figure 4.9 shows a primarily chrome oxide mixed with iron oxide, see

Appendix D, Set 3 for complete EDX spectroscopy [square site]. An EDX
elemental line-scan, Chart 4.9, traverses the interface through a chrome oxide
depleted region [Figure 4.8 arrow] and shows a lack of oxide and abrupt change
in chemistry. A dissolved oxide into the glass that is irregular with depletions and
a lack of adhesion represents an undesirable scenario: (1) has obvious
mechanical deficiencies and (2) presents a void which can compromise
hermeticity.

Si
Fe

O

Cr
Al

Figure 4.9. EDX Line-Scan Superimposed on Interface.
In dry argon indicators of precipitates and an irregular chrome oxide with voids persist.

!

Interestingly as surmised the line-scan confirms aluminum depletion as it

bisects the cristobalite crystals [seen as arrows] in Chart 4.9.
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Chart 4.9. EDX Line-Scan G-C (L) to Header (R)
The interface in the chrome oxide depleted region presents as an abrupt contrast in chemistry.

!

The circles in Figure 4.9 represent another phenomena bearing close

resemblance to the previously documented findings of Craven et al.28 With
similar production parameters they observed precipitate particles in LAS G-C to
Inconel seals as bright spots dispersed outside the primary oxide along the
interface and determined the particles to be metal (chromium and nickel)
phosphide. Craven, et al. concluded these particles form when the glass
solidifies; the metal phosphides precipitate since they are not soluble in the solid
glass. If metal diffusion in the glass obeys Fick’s Law of Diffusion or is not
interface limited, a continuous distribution of these metals from the surface of the
glass would be expected.28 The particles of the present study are not evenly or
consistently distributed, meaning conjecturally the metal particles nucleate when
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large and small precipitates form and disperse at the interface. Other
experiments have shown precipitate species to exist as zero valent metallic ions
and oxidized states distributed in the glass, see Eq. 4.1.14 At an extreme, the
zero valent species can react with retained H2O and produce voids/bubbles.
Higher resolution spectroscopy would be necessary to confirm for certain the
precipitates in Figure 4.9 are indeed similar to the findings of Craven et al. The
precipitates of this set are not within scale to be discerned by nor impact the
nanoindentation grids of this study and are disregarded. Notwithstanding, being
aware that the potential of precipitates forming can arise during production and
can have detrimental ramifications is important.
!

Most-likely the lack of adhesion as a void is an artifact of atmospheric

moisture H2O and can be established thus:
M + H2Oatm ↔︎ Moxide + H2

(4.1)

where M=chromium, iron, nickel, and aluminum dissolved into the glass from the
304L. For demonstration, since the oxide is mostly composed of chrome:
!

M=Cr, and equation 4.1 becomes:
Cr + 3/2 H2Oatm ↔︎ 1/2 Cr2O3 + 1/2 H2 gas

(4.2)

where ΔG°1300K = -129.5 KJ/mole 28
The large negative value for ΔG° indicates that the above reaction is
thermodynamically favorable once chromium metal is brought into contact with
moisture from the atmosphere. Also, ΔG° indicates that the reaction to form voids
will occur spontaneously if reactants only are present, and occurs once the stable
oxide on the metal surface is dissociated and diffusion of the metal ions emerge.
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!

Indentation sites are not aligned directly on the void as the absence in

topography would produce a flawed value. Alignment of the grid sites are focused
only at analyzing the localized void from the metal at an oxide rich region not a
depleted region, and includes the rise to peak measurements of the oxide not the
subsequent drop to the bulk glass-ceramic region. The spacing (0.85 µm) of the
grid is as “fine” as possible to not exhibit interaction between sites.
!

The resulting hardness map for the interface generated by unique indentation

sites is presented in Figure 4.10. Each site generates the information for one
pixel. At X= 0.0 a low hardness, ~2GPA, is observed coinciding with the interface
void. Chart 4.10, presents the measured hardness values at each ‘X’ interval and
confirms the void, rather the presence of a distortion near the void. Additionally,
the chart shows a uniform value with limited scatter in the metal and an
increased scatter, similar to the scatter illustrated in the dual phase G-C, in the
transition oxide. The modulus map and chart show the same trend of dipping at
the interface and increased scatter in the G-C: Figure 4.11 and Chart 4.11.
!

While great care is taken to not position a row of sites directly on the void,

positioning close to this defect most likely leads to false low readings as a result
of typography. After testing, optical analysis confirms the row of sites to be
approximately 0.60 µm from the edge of the metal. Close to an unsupported
edge the surface deforms or is “collapsable” into the void. Excessive deformation
of the unsupported bulk produces a drop in readings resulting in values that are
not necessarily a reflection of a change in intrinsic material properties but
nonetheless do resolve the presence of a void in a 2-D map.
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Figure 4.10. 2-D Hardness Map-Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
In dry argon a void presents as a drop in values at approximately x=0.75.

Chart 4.10. Discrete Hardness vs Position Bisecting Interface-Header (L) to
Glass-Ceramic (R)
The 304L header presents focused values (x<-1) and the dual phase G-C has large scatter (x>1).
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Figure 4.11. 2-D Modulus Map-Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
The modulus map illustrates acute pronouncement of a void region at x=0.75.

CHART 4.11. Discrete Modulus vs Position Bisecting Interface-Header (L) to
Glass-Ceramic (R)
The 304L and G-C present scatter with a low value corresponding to a void at x=0.75.
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!

Interpretation of the interface for thermal profile (1) oxidized in argon and

composed of a 304L header and LAS glass-ceramic, optically reveals formation
of an oxide that lacks adhesion at the surface of the metal. Chemically, the
chrome/iron mix interfacial oxide is characterized by depleted regions and
enriched regions of varied thicknesses. Likewise, nanomechanical data exhibit
indicators of a void or discontinuity at the interface, as evidenced by a significant
dip in values of hardness and modulus along the interface. The lack of adhesion
is represented by a void in the micrograph and drop in mechanical data
coinciding with the anomaly. These findings reveal an incoherent oxide that if
manifest throughout the axis of the seal would be unfavorable to the G/M Seal’s
integrity both structurally and potentially hermetically.
Section 4.4.2 Thermal Profile (1) 304-46-276 [95%N-5%H Wet]
!

Figure 4.12 shows the interface of a LAS G-C [marked G] to 304L [marked M]

seal prepared in a high dew point (19.72°C) 95%nitrogen-5%hydrogen
atmosphere. In the glass-ceramic, the ceramic crystals [marked C] are visible
that formed during seal cycle thermal profile (1). The interface is composed of a
multi-layer oxide, an inner iron rich oxide [marked round end blue line] and an
outer chromium rich oxide [marked square end red line] with presumed spinel
formations into the glass seen as light lines [marked with circle]. The outer
chromium oxide exhibits strong cohesion and adhesion to the bulk glass ceramic,
while the inner iron rich oxide is not as tenacious and lacks both adhesion of the
oxide to the metal and to the outer chromium oxide, as well as cohesion within
the oxide.
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Figure 4.12. SEM Image of Glass-Ceramic (L) to 304L Header (R)
A wet reactive atmosphere 304L to G-C spalled as a scale and resulted in an incoherent oxide.

!

Prior to sealing, just before the glass wets the metal surface a “pre-oxidation”

of the metal occurs. Most-likely in an “wet” atmosphere with a higher partial
pressure of oxygen and moisture, the formation of iron oxide Fe2O3, Fe3O4 can
be established thus:
M + H2Oatm ↔︎ Moxide + H2

(4.3)

where for demonstration, since the inner oxide is mostly composed of iron
M=Fe, and equation 4.3 becomes of the following types:
Fe + Fe2O3 + H2Oatm ↔︎ Fe3O4 + H2 gas

(4.4)

where ΔG°1300K = -34.62 KJ/mole
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Fe + H2Oatm ↔︎ FeO + H2 gas

(4.5)
where ΔG°1300K = -11.27 KJ/mole

Fe + 3/2 H2Oatm ↔︎ 1/2 Fe2O3 + 3/2 H2 gas

(4.6)

where ΔG°1300K = 21.11 KJ/mole
Fe + 4/3 H2Oatm ↔︎ 1/3 Fe3O4 + 4/3 H2 gas

(4.7)

where ΔG°1300K = 2.62 KJ/mole
The positive to slightly negative value for ΔG° indicates that the above reactions
are not thermodynamically favorable unless excess moisture is present from the
atmosphere to provide a driving force for the formation of iron oxide.
!

For obvious reasons of cohesion and adhesion tenacity, iron oxide, is seen as

undesirable to function as a sealing transition oxide.38 As the diffusion of oxygen
progresses during oxidation, iron oxides are unable to relieve the accumulating
growth stresses. These stresses arise from a mismatch in the specific volume of
the oxide and the lattice structure of the metal being consumed during formation
of Fe2O3, Fe3O4. Once the elastic strain’s ability to accommodate volumetric
stresses is exceeded, cohesion is overcome and the brittle oxide flakes or spalls;
unlike in the same manner, for example, a chromium oxide which exhibits a very
tenacious cohesion, and is relatively thin and resistant to spallation. A second
potentially underlying type of stresses that arise in the oxide layer are thermal
stresses caused by differential expansion or contraction upon cooling. The extent
of these stress’s accumulation is directly dependent upon the size of the
temperature change.
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!

The effect of double layer oxides based upon diffusion of elements such as

Fe has been studied separately by Sims and Mantel.7,39 It was shown that
diffusion distances in glass are of the order of a few 10’s of microns in a few
minutes at T>1000°C for iron and slower for chromium diffusion. In the case of
Figure 4.12, “pre-oxidation” in a high dew point atmosphere on the ramp-up to
sealing temperature grows a fast diffusing iron oxide, and once glass is flowed to
the surface at sealing temperature chromium is allowed to diffuse into the glass.
Therefore, the development of an oxide with an inner-scale composed of an
oxide enriched in iron will be detrimental to sealing as the outer chrome oxide
lacks adhesion directly to the bulk metal.
!

This set illustrates dew point is of particular importance since the water

dissociation reaction imposes the oxygen potential. In order to grow the correct
thickness “pre-oxidized” chrome only oxide, the partial pressure of oxygen must
be controlled in a pure argon environment; or in a reducing N/H environment
such as this set the dew point must be limited to prevent conditions favorable to
iron oxide development. The oxidation studies in section 4.3.3 further support
that reactive atmosphere such as those composed of a forming gas (N/H)
impede the ability to form a tenacious chrome oxide.
!

Figure 4.13 and Chart 4.12 exhibit an elemental scan verifying a double layer

oxide; the outer oxide is primarily a chrome oxide mixed with iron particles, and
an inner oxide primarily an iron oxide. An EDX elemental line-scan, Chart 4.12,
traverses the interface through an iron particle, chrome oxide rich region, and an
iron oxide rich region, each displaying an abrupt change in chemistry. The
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chrome/iron dual oxide while dissolved into the glass is coherently deficient and
lacks adhesion to the base metal. The following reasons make the iron oxide an
undesirable phase: (1) has obvious geometry and spallation mechanical
deficiencies (2) presents a void which can compromise hermeticity and (3) is built
from an inferior brittle transition oxide.

Si
Al

Fe

Cr

Figure 4.13. EDX Line-Scan Superimposed Glass-Ceramic (L) to Header (R)
The interface region presents as an iron rich scale and chromium rich outer oxide.

!

Chart 4.12 clearly delineates the inner iron rich oxide from the outer

chromium rich oxide almost void of iron. Positioning the line-scan bisecting one
of the particles reveals it is potentially enriched in iron. However, based on the
scale of the particle further high resolution spectroscopy is necessary to confirm
this is a spinel type oxide similar to a FeCr2O4 precipitate particle consistent with
the findings of Mantel. It can be hypothesized the (if-) cromite spinel forms on the
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oxide surface by the excess presence of Fe as a bow-wave in the coherent
Cr2O3. As trace Fe present in the chrome oxide diffuses to the surface it forms
spinel particles that extend into the bulk glass. Such interfacial precipitates are
outlined in more detail by Donald’s work on interfacial reactions in G-C/M seals.40

Chart 4.12. EDX Elemental Line-Scan Glass-Ceramic (L) to Header (R)
The chemistry for a wet reactive production environment reveals a dual layer oxide chemistry.

!

Chart(s) 4.13-4.15 more clearly show individual element traces taken from the

composite line-scan. In each of the selected profiles the compositional changes
clearly signify the variations of interface morphology. Furthermore, coherency of
the chrome oxide to the bulk glass is established by a silicon profile. Silicon
dissolves the chrome oxide and is diffused into the chrome oxide. Meanwhile, the
iron oxide, with chrome already dissolved into the glass, exhibits a discontinuity
and no incorporation of silicon within the oxide. The implication being: chrome
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oxide gains coherence as a transition oxide between metallic bonding and ionic
bonding, while iron oxide does not provide a transition in chemical bonding.

Chart 4.13. EDX Elemental Line-Scan of Iron
The interface region presents as an iron rich scale and iron depleted outer oxide.

Chart 4.14. EDX Elemental Line-Scan of Chromium
The interface region presents as a marked chromium rich outer oxide.
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Chart 4.15. EDX Elemental Line-Scan of Silicon
!

Figure 4.14 shows the hardness map generated by unique indentation sites.

Each site generates the information for one pixel, with spacing between sites
“close-packed” or approximately 0.70 µm. Close-packed alignment ensures a
data row at each of the dual oxides and interfaces, and is sufficient to capture
each of the regions without interference from subsequent sites. Per Figure 4.14,
at X= 0.0 a low hardness, ~2GPA, is observed coinciding with the iron oxide. A
low value is consistent with the iron oxide’s propensity to deform due to voids on
either face. At X=3.0, on the same hardness figure, the chrome oxide is observed
as a slightly harder banded region. Chart 4.16, presents the measured hardness
values at each ‘X’ interval and confirms the iron oxide and chrome oxide. The
chrome oxide presents less subtly as a band with high scatter, presumably due to
the coherency of silicon from the glass. The chart shows a uniform value with
less scatter in the metal, and as illustrated previously an increase in scatter
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transitioning to the glass-ceramic. Curiously, the modulus map and chart do not
show the same distinguishing features of the dual oxides, instead the modulus
conveys a fairly uniform transition gradient in modulus rather than a shape stair
step interface, see Figure 4.15 and Chart 4.17.
!

There are two reasonable explanations for this observation. First, the distinct

hardness of the iron oxide vs. chrome oxide may be caused by the formation of
voids as illustrated in Section 4.4.1, whereby the voids allow deformation of the
incoherent iron region and the chrome oxide adhered to the glass is unable to
deform. Generally due to a dependance on deformation, modulus is usually more
sensitive to the influence of constraining material than hardness. The difference
in modulus between the dual oxide and the bulk is much greater than the
difference in hardness and is uniform with nominal scatter outside the interfaces.
Deductively meaning the modulus may manifest more constraint effect than the
hardness simply because there is a greater difference in modulus between the
oxide phases.
!

The second, and more speculative, explanation is that the chemistry of the

two oxides is actually a spinel type oxide or “mesophase” that does have a
localized variation in toughness and yet does not exhibit a constraint effect. More
detailed analysis of the chemistry by transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM)
or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) may shed light on this phenomenon.
!

That being said, hardness is generally thought of as more “short range”

sensitive to the material directly at the site and modulus a more “long range”
measure of the effect of constraint. If the voids of the iron oxide serve to release
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the accumulation of residual stresses (from CTE mismatch and cooling during
production) at the interface then the localized sensitivity in hardness is most likely
measuring the oxides correctly and the unconstrained voids are distorting the
modulus data sites near the oxides.
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Figure 4.14. 2-D Hardness Map Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R) ~1 micron
spacing (nonstandard close packed)
In wet forming gas a void presents at approximately x=0 and hard oxide at x=3.0.

Chart 4.16. Discrete Hardness vs Position Bisecting Interface, Header (L) to
Glass-Ceramic (R) ~1 micron spacing (nonstandard close packed)
The interface region presents as a drop in values approaching the hardened oxide.
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Figure 4.15. 2-D Modulus Map Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R) ~1 micron
spacing (nonstandard close packed)
In wet forming gas modulus seemingly presents a smooth favorable transition in properties.

Chart 4.17. Discrete modulus vs Position bisecting interface Header (L) to
Glass-Ceramic (R) ~1 micron spacing (nonstandard close packed)
In wet forming gas modulus appears to present a gradient with no abrupt stress concentrators.

!

The above set emphasizes nanomechanical testing adds only an additional

dimension of testing to the traditional chemical and analytical screening
dimensions, ergo should not be used to solely assess the interface. Case in
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point: the ‘wet’ production parameters present a reasonably smooth gradient in
mechanical properties without an extremely abrupt hardened interface;
nevertheless in all actuality it is an interface of very poor chemistry that exhibits a
lack of cohesion in the form of void bands. Further studies could enhance
understanding of these dual oxide layers as the dew point and partial pressure of
oxygen do effect diffusion kinetics. A direct correlation between diffusion kinetics
on dual layer oxides and the influence of the individual alloy elements can
potentially manifest other oxide phenomena in the mechanical morphology
unexplored in this one data set.
Section 4.4.3 Thermal Profile (2) 303-013-052 [100%Ar Dry]
!

Some hermetic seal manufacturers advertise having an oxide free process

that prevents an annealing scale on the metallic surface of the parts. The
following illustrates the mechanical morphology of an interface with an “oxide
free” condition. While able to produce a hermetic seal, this feedthrough is
actually a poor design scenario. The structural strength of the seal is reliant upon
the compressive forces of the header alone. Chemically little to no transition
oxides are present, mechanically there is no gradient in properties at the
interface, and not to mention that upon cooling the accumulation of residual
stresses are localized at the same interface region.
!

Figure 4.16 shows the interface of an industry common Corning 9013 glass

[marked G] to 303 [marked M] seal prepared in an 100% argon atmosphere
(excluding trace elements) with thermal profile (2). According to Chart 4.18, the
interface is potentially composed of a very thin iron/chrome oxide [between two
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arrows in Figure 4.16] with an enrichment of barium displaced by the bow-wave
of iron and chromium into the bulk glass, but limited by EDX’s resolution the
oxide is too thin to resolve with certainty. Optically, the oxide does lack adhesion
at the oxide/metal interface as distinguished by a fragmented void in Figure 4.16,
and is continuous around the circumference of the interface of the header. Also,
faintly observable in the interfacial void region are remnants of iron/chromium
scale flakes which indicate an oxide grew prior to wetting by the glass and was
not completely dissolved into the glass. The potential presence of scale flakes
could indicate Corning 9013 barium type sealing glasses do not dissolve chrome
oxides in the same manner as LAS type glasses to form coherent interfaces.

G

M

Figure 4.16. SEM Image of Elan 13 Glass (L) To 303 Header (R)
The interface between chemically incompatible materials is abrupt with little evidence of diffusion.
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Figure 4.17. EDX Line-Scan Superimposed Glass (L) to Header (R)

Chart 4.18. EDX Elemental Line-Scan Glass (L) to Header (R)
The interface presents as an abrupt contrast in chemistry.
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!

Interpretation of the interface for the present set subjected to thermal profile

(2) and conventionally standard materials reveals an absent or minute transition
oxide lacking a chemical gradient. Likewise, nanomechanical data confirm the
sudden change in properties presented as a step interface. The bulk material
properties transition, if a gradient exists, is smaller than the resolution of
measurement: approximately 1.2 µm.
!

Figures 4.18-4.19 demonstrate the step hardness and modulus maps

generated by indentation. At X= 1.0 a sudden plunge in hardness and modulus is
observed coinciding with the interface. Charts 4.19-4.20, present the respectively
measured values at each ‘X’ interval. Additionally the charts reveal a uniform
homogeneous bulk with little scatter in the metal, as well as in the bulk noncrystalline glass. The thickness of the interface is very abrupt, so much so the
resolution of site spacing is totally contained in the individual bulk materials with
no measurable gradient. Thus the hardness, more indicative of short range
mechanical nature, as previously explained by not being sensitive to constraint,
is very abrupt and sudden. The modulus does show a very slight dip at the
interface on the scale side but globally remains very abrupt across the interface.
!

On a continuum level the interface appears as two homogeneous materials in

intimate contact precipitously bounding a void. The interface presents no
discernible heterogeneous transition gradient. Conjecturally, a localized sharp
transition can serve as sheer-face or crack producing flaw that propagates cracks
along the constraint. Furthermore coupled with the lack of chemical bonding
evidenced by a lack of adhesion this set represents an inferior interface.
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Figure 4.18. 2-D Hardness Map Header (L) to Glass (R)
The 303- Elan 13 interface presents as an abrupt step in hardness.

Chart 4.19. Discrete Hardness vs Position Bisecting Interface-Header (L) to
Glass (R)
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Figure 4.19. 2-D Modulus Map Header (L) to Glass (R)
The 303- Elan 13 interface presents as an abrupt step in modulus.

Chart 4.20. Discrete Modulus vs Position Bisecting Interface-Header (L) to
Glass (R)
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Section 4.4.4 Thermal Profile (2) 304-046-276 [100%Ar Dry]
!

During the late 1980‘s Moddeman et al., of Mound Labs successfully

developed a sealing process for LAS glass-ceramics and 304L stainless steel.
They determined the coherency of the oxide interface to be critical to the overall
hermeticity and high strength.20
!

Figure 4.20 shows the interface of a LAS G-C [marked G] to 304L [marked M]

seal prepared in an 100% argon atmosphere, with resulting crystals [marked C]
produced with thermal profile (2). The interface constitutes an exceptionally
coherent, moderate thickness, monochrome oxide that has both adhesion to the
bulk glass and metal, and strong cohesion within the oxide.

Chrome Oxide

G

M
C

Figure 4.20. SEM Image of Glass-Ceramic (L) to 304L Header (R)
The G-C illustrates the ability to form a chrome oxide in argon with the appropriate thermal profile.
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!

Figure 4.21/Chart 4.21 show the diffusion of chromium into the bulk glass.

The chrome oxide forms a very tenacious stable interface layer on the bulk metal
that transitions to glass. The stability of this chrome oxide prohibits the redox of
iron and impedes the formation of a dual layer iron oxide. Furthermore, no voids
or evidence of outguessing is observed which indicate the surface oxidation
reactions are well-balanced. In addition, the glass-ceramic is well crystallized and
uniform in that, as a ramification to iron redox being limited, no spinel or iron
oxide particles precipitate in the glass (none were observed with exception of
higher power TEM analysis). Ideally, the presence of a chromium bow wave
extending past elemental iron exemplifies the chemical spectroscopy
assessment of a sound interface and confirms thermodynamic and kinetic
conditions are sufficient to limit the oxidation and redox of iron.
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Cr
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Figure 4.21. EDX Line-Scan Superimposed Glass (L) to Header (R)
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Chart 4.21. EDX Elemental Line-Scan Glass-Ceramic (L) to Header (R)
EDX confirms chromium is diffused into the G-C matrix and represents chrome oxide.

!

Mechanically, Figure 4.22 shows the hardness map generated by unique

indentation sites. Hardness, being “short range” sensitive is able to discern a
uniform thin oxide phase band at X= 2.5 with a declivity on either side to the
respective materials. From the hardness plot (Chart 4.22) the bulk metal manifest
confined scatter with a gradient approaching the peak hardness of the oxide. As
expected the scatter of the dual phase crystalline G-C is not focused but is
consistent with the G-C. A variation on the order of approximately 2 GPa between
the oxide and G-C confirms the transition oxide is significantly distinguishable as
a phase separate from the G-C. Additionally, the banded nature and uniform
scatter on either side of the peak oxide indicates the oxide is of uniform thickness
and not irregular with depleted portions or enriched portions stretching
excessively into the bulk materials causing scatter.
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Figure 4.22. 2-D Hardness Map Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
The chrome oxide appears as a hardened transition phase apart from bulk constituents.

Chart 4.22. Discrete Hardness vs Position-Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
!

The modulus in Figure 4.23 presents a well defined interface with a smooth

progression between bulk materials. Both the crystalline and bulk glass phases
are discernible in the modulus plot, Chart 4.23 [marked red lines]. As previously
elaborated, modulus is usually more sensitive to the influence of constraining
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material, and reveals a more long range impression of the system. Overall, the
modulus clearly presents an image with a gradient in properties of a very well
established coherent interfacial oxide, but not able to clearly resolve the thin
oxide phase observed by hardness.
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Figure 4.23. 2-D Modulus Map Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
The modulus presents as a smooth gradient transitioning at the interface.

Chart 4.23. Discrete Modulus vs Position-Header (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
Dual phase modulus representing the constituents of the G-C are pronounced (Red Lines).
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!

This set in particular serves to illustrate the potential of nanomechanical

testing to assess a very coherent and quality interface. Collectively nanohardness being able to detect a uniform mono-oxide phase and nano-modulus
being able to resolve sub-micro heterogeneous gradients can be used as an
additional dimension to assess the superior quality of a well produced G/M seal.

SECTION 4.5 FEEDTHROUGH TO GLASS INTERFACES
!

Similar to section 4.4, the following examples are selected to illustrate the

feedthrough/glass interface based on the unique traits each interface exhibits.
The examples range from a poor interface with voids to a well formed interface
demonstrating a coherent oxide with adhesion and cohesion. The interfaces of
feedthroughs become very significant mechanically due to the fact that during
overload of a CAD/PAD this interface is the point of origin for failure.1 Thus,
producing a G/M seal with a robust feedthrough interface is directly related to its
serviceability when subjected to an impact load such as a deflagration event.
Section 4.5.1 Thermal Profile (2) 304-013-052 [100%Ar Dry]
!

Figure 4.24 presents an interface that is constructed of industrially common

Corning 9013 glass [marked G] and an Alloy 52 (low thermal expansion alloy
containing approximately 52% Nickel) feedthrough [marked M] prepared in argon
with a dew point -15.1°C. The interface of this set is presented on the following
page in Figure 4.24 and based on SEM resolution reveals an abrupt interface
lacking an appreciable transition oxide.
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Figure 4.24. SEM Image of Alloy 52 Pin (L) to Elan 13 Glass (R)
The interface between chemically incompatible materials is abrupt with little evidence of diffusion.

!

An EDX elemental line-scan of the interface is abrupt and similar to the

header interface in Section 4.4.3, in that Corning 9013 barium type sealing
glasses do not dissolve and create surface oxides in the same manner as LAS
glasses, see Chart 4.24. Although unlike the above referenced header interface,
no scale or void is present around the pins. Plausibly, the lack of a scale and void
can be attributed to the high proportion of nickel and its resistance to corrosion or
susceptibility to redox reactions. For reasons detailed in the background, a step
interface is not only marked by a sharp transition in chemical bonding but also
mechanical discontinuity.
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Intensity

Chart 4.24. EDX Elemental Line-Scan Pin (L) to Glass (R)
The interface presents as an abrupt contrast in chemistry.

!

Again, like the header of Section 4.4.3 the mechanical anatomy is

pronounced. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 respectively show the hardness and modulus
maps generated by the indentation sites. At X= 2.5 the interface is seen as an
abrupt contrast in hardness and modulus according to the respective bulk values.
!

Charts 4.25 and 4.26, present the respectively measured values at each ‘X’

interval approximately near the interface. The charts reveal a uniform value with
focused scatter in the glass indicative of a single phase, but surprisingly the Alloy
52 pin exhibits a larger scatter than the other bulk metals studied. Further
crystallographic analysis may indicate that due to the high nickel concentration
Alloy 52 is forming a mesophase or some other anomaly.
!
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Figure 4.25. 2-D Hardness Map Pin (L) to Glass (R) >1 micron spacing
(nonstandard close packed)
The Alloy 52- Elan 13 interface presents as an abrupt step in hardness.

Chart 4.25. Discrete Hardness vs Position-Pin (L) to Glass (R) >1 micron
spacing (nonstandard close packed)
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Figure 4.26. 2-D Modulus Map Pin (L) to Glass (R) >1 micron spacing
(nonstandard close packed)
The Alloy 52- Elan 13 interface presents as an abrupt step in modulus.

Chart 4.26. Discrete Modulus vs Position- Pin (L) to Glass (R) >1 micron
spacing (nonstandard close packed)
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!

Interpretation of the Elan 13 glass and Alloy 52 feedthrough interface confirms

without the presence of a chemical transition oxide the mechanical properties are
also very precipitous. In fact, this interface is so sudden that if a gradient exists, it
is smaller than the resolution of measurement: approximately 0.8 µm. Even at a
resolution of around 1 micron the thickness of transition is totally represented as
the individual bulk materials.
!

As previously explained, a localized sharp mismatch in material properties

especially around feedthroughs can serve as a crack producing flaw or constraint
that allows cracks to propagate along the sheer-face. In light of the
nanomechanical and spectroscopic findings, and coupled with a CTE mismatch
causing a concentration of residual stresses localized to this mechanical
discontinuity, previous failure observation of a feedthrough interface constructed
with these materials is substantiated.1
Section 4.5.2 Thermal Profile (1) 304-046-276 [95%N-5%H DP: -13.8°C (Dry)]
!

The LAS glass-ceramic to Hastelloy 276 feedthrough produced in a ‘dry’

forming gas (N/H) atmosphere presents similar phenomena as the header
interface in Section 4.4.2-produced in nitrogen/hydrogen, in that the morphology
of the oxide is not a monochrome oxide. A TEM study of stainless steel interfaces
by Susan et al., found a thin SiO2 inter-granular oxide that is resistant to
spallation could be formed in a reducing atmosphere at the oxide/alloy interface,
and with increasing levels of silicon in the base metal the layer becomes
continuos and prone to spallation.41 At concentrations greater than 0.5 wt.% Si,
the TEM study determined the contents in the bulk metal generally results in
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slower oxidation kinetics. In other words, the effect of Si on stainless steel
oxidation appears to represent a compromise; higher Si promotes better
oxidation resistance, but if a continuous SiO2 layer is formed, it results in a
tendency for mechanical failure due to oxide spallation driven by CTE mismatch.
!

This set is produced under identical conditions to those Susan et al.

documented as forming a continuous inter-granular SiO2 between the metal and
LAS chrome oxide. Figure 4.27 presents the Elan 46 [marked G] to C-276
[marked M] interface with what appears identical to the observed previous
study’s inner SiO2 oxide layer [between red arrows]. The limitations to projecting
the TEM study to this Hastelloy/glass-ceramic interface are as follows: (1) the
oxidation resistance and kinetics are very different between C-276 and 304L
[generally not a high temperature oxidation resistant alloy], (2) a more in depth
TEM/XRD study is needed to fully determine the composition of the oxide
presented of the present set, (3) the resolution of the EDX profile is not fine
enough to resolve the variation in the two oxides, and (4) the Si content is
generally more controlled in C-276.
!

Nevertheless what can be discerned is the lighter thin oxide along the face of

the metal in the SEM image enhancement in Figure 4.27 is optically very similar
to the previous study’s SiO2 oxide findings under similar magnification and stated
production conditions. An EDX line-scan bisecting the interface (Chart 4.27)
details a chrome oxide, and rather than a flat composition of chromium with a
diffuse gradient into the oxide, chromium is depleted at the metal face and
enriched as a protuberance or enriched hump into the oxide. Perhaps this
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potential chrome oxide enrichment is the effect of SiO2 limiting oxidation kinetics.
The SEM and line-scan provide potential evidence for formation of an irregular
oxide; however, at this point a detailed characterization of this interface is outside
the bounds of this study.
!

More importantly, a discernible lack of adhesion at the oxide/glass interface is

evidenced by the formation of a void [blue arrow]. Unlike the conjecture of an
inner SiO2 layer, the presence of a void has concrete implications to the
mechanical nature of the seal, the focus this study. A void as described in Section
4.4.1 is an artifact distinguishable via nanomechanical testing.

M

G

Figure 4.27. SEM Image of C-276 Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
A reactive atmosphere C-276 to G-C results in an incoherent oxide with a void (Blue arrow).
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Figure 4.28. EDX Line-Scan Superimposed Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)

Chart 4.27. EDX Elemental Line-Scan Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
EDX confirms chromium is diffused into the G-C matrix and represents chrome oxide.
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!

Nanomechanical testing of the feedthrough interface reveals a hardness at

the interface as characterized by the drop in values below both the bulk values
and increased inter-oxide scatter. At Y=4.0 µm a pronounced narrow low band
signified by a black contour signifies the presence of a void, see Figure 4.29. As
in the interface in Section 4.4.1, the void and absence of material allows a
deformation of the surrounding elements into the crevice which produces low
values. Hardness is generally thought of as more “short range” sensitive to the
material directly at the site. If the voids serve to release the accumulation of
residual stresses, from the CTE mismatch during production, at the interface then
the localized sensitivity of hardness is most likely correctly measuring the oxide’s
scatter over several rows of sites in Chart 4.28.
!

Figure 4.30 and Chart 4.29 also show a drop in modulus below the bulk

values at Y=4.0 µm. The modulus is uniform with less scatter (than the hardness)
in the oxide region. Modulus, being more adept to the influence of constraining
material shows an overall smooth gradient, but is observed to drop clearly at the
interface void below the bulk values similar to the hardness measurements. The
correlation between deformation and localized hardness compression potentially
signifies the void is not completely empty space but does have some degree of
cohesion supporting the void sidewalls. The fact less scatter occurs in modulus
vs. hardness symbolizing the void is less pronounced compared to the set in
Section 4.4.1, where significant scatter was observed in the modulus and
hardness due to less constraint. Meaning, this void provided slightly more
constraint to support the modulus measurements, i.e. narrower-less pronounced.
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Figure 4.29. 2-D Hardness Map- Pin (BTM) to Glass-Ceramic (Top) >1
micron spacing (nonstandard close packed)
In a reactive atmosphere a void presents as a drop in values along the oxide/glass at y=4.

Chart 4.28. Discrete Hardness vs Position- Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R) >1
micron spacing (nonstandard close packed)
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Figure 4.30. 2-D Modulus Map- Pin (BTM) to Glass-Ceramic (Top) >1 micron
spacing (nonstandard close packed)
In a reactive atmosphere a void presents as a drop in values along the oxide/glass at y=4.

Chart 4.29. Discrete Modulus vs Position- Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R) >1
micron spacing (nonstandard close packed)
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Section 4.5.3 Thermal Profile (2) 304-046-276 [100%Ar Dry]
!

The following feedthrough set is very similar to the header interface in Section

4.4.4, and produced in the same production run. Figure 4.31 presents the
interface of a LAS G-C [marked G] to C-276 [marked M] seal prepared in an
100% argon atmosphere, with resulting crystals [marked C] produced during
thermal profile (2). The interface constitutes an exceptionally coherent, moderate
thickness with a slightly irregular monochrome oxide that has both adhesion to
the bulk glass and metal, and strong cohesion with no discernible oxide
precipitates.

C

Chrome Oxide

G
M

Figure 4.31. SEM Image of C-276 Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
The G-C illustrates the ability to form a chrome oxide in argon with the appropriate thermal profile.
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!

Figure 4.32 and Chart 4.30 show diffusion of chromium into the bulk glass.

The chrome oxide forms a very tenacious stable transition layer on the bulk metal
and provides a chemical gradient to the glass. The stability of this chrome oxide
prohibits iron diffusion into or redox by the glass and impedes the formation of a
dual layer iron oxide. Furthermore, no voids or evidence of outguessing is
observed which indicate the surface oxidation reactions are well-balanced. In
addition, the glass-ceramic is well crystallized and uniform in that, as a
ramification to iron diffusion being limited, no spinel or iron oxide particles are
precipitated in the glass.

Si

Ni
Cr

Mo

Al

Figure 4.32. EDX Line-Scan Superimposed Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
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Chart 4.30. EDX Elemental Line-Scan Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
EDX confirms chromium is diffused into the G-C matrix and represents chrome oxide.

!

Mechanically, Figure 4.33 shows the hardness map similar to the set in

Section 4.4.4 with a band that increases in hardness at X= -1.0 and is discernible
as the transition chrome oxide and declivity on either side to the respective bulk
materials. From the hardness plot, Chart 4.31, the bulk metal with focused
scatter and increases as a gradient with greater scatter to a peak hardness oxide
value, then falling to the bulk glass-ceramic hardness value with typical scatter.
Likewise, the banded nature and uniform scatter within a couple rows of sites of
the hardness plot indicates the oxide is of uniform thickness and not extremely
irregular with depleted portions and enriched portions stretching excessively into
the bulk glass.
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Figure 4.33. 2-D Hardness Map- Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
The chrome oxide appears as a hardened transition phase apart from bulk constituents at x=-1.

Chart 4.31. Discrete Hardness vs Position- Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
!

The modulus for Figure 4.34 presents a well defined interface with a smooth

progression between the bulk materials. Both the crystalline and bulk glass
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phases are present and differentiable in the modulus plot, Chart 4.32 [marked
red lines]. Overall, the modulus clearly presents a G/M system with a gradient in
properties and a very well established coherent interfacial oxide.
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Figure 4.34. 2D Modulus Map- Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
The modulus presents as a smooth gradient transitioning at the interface.

Chart 4.32. Discrete Modulus vs Position- Pin (L) to Glass-Ceramic (R)
Dual phase modulus representing the constituents of the G-C are pronounced (Red Lines).
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!

This set in particular serves to illustrate the potential of nanomechanical

testing to assess a very coherent and quality feedthrough interface. Collectively,
the hardness and modulus maps and plots confirm with process optimization and
chemical analysis that mechanical properties can also be used as an additional
dimension to assess the superior quality of a well produced G/M seal.

SECTION 4.6 COMPUTATIONAL SOLUTIONS
!

FEA modeling is an advanced science and exceeds the scope of this

dissertation; all the same, the following models are a quick and simple illustration
of the potential of incorporating sub-microscale mechanical data into models that
are otherwise reliant upon continuum mechanics to resolve interfaces.
!

The mesh for the model assembly contains 27,000 quadratic elements, that

represent about ~200,000 degrees of freedom. Analysis commences at the
annealing temperature of 450℃ and is assumed stress free, then cooled per
production.
!

Two material combinations are evaluated: (1) Corning 9013 glass, Alloy 52

feedthroughs, and 304L header; and (2) Elan 46 [assumed amorphous bulk
properties based on median values collected in Section 4.2], Hastelloy C-276
feedthorughs, and 304L header.
!

According to the Maximum Principle Stress Theory failure will occur when the

maximum principal stress in a system reaches the value of the maximum stress
at the elastic limit and is a general approximation for working with brittle materials
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such as glass. In a compression seal such as this, the glass is expected to be in
compression, but localized tensile stresses still develop.
!

Primarily, the geometric effects that lead to tensile stresses are due mainly to

the large thermal expansion difference between the shell and the glass. As the
seal cools from a stress free state, the entire shell contracts more than the glass
in the radial and axial directions. Ideally, the contraction of the metal will
constrain the glass and the glass will create a tensile hoop stress in the steel and
tangential (circumferential) compressive stress in the glass.
!

Figure 4.35 is a cross section representation of max principal stress of three

industry common constituent materials [Corning 9013, Alloy 52, 304L] shown at
room temperature after sealing. CTE mismatch creates a large accumulation of
stress in the header exerted by the glass’s resistance to compression and a very
noticeable accumulation of stress at the feedthrough interfaces.
!

Likewise, Figure 4.36 is a cross section representation of max principal stress

of three constituent materials [Elan 46 glass-ceramic, Hastelloy C-276, 304L] for
a matched compression G/M seal at room temperature after sealing. The seal in
Figure 4.36, with Elan 46 and CTE matching is a better balanced system. The
header and especially feedthroughs have less accumulated stress. From the
stand point of interfaces, reducing the stress and CTE mismatch creates a
stronger mechanical design by increasing the allowable elastic strain until
overload failure.
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Figure 4.35. Maximum Principal Stress- Corning 9013, Alloy 52, 304L [MPa]

Figure 4.36. Maximum Principal Stress- Elan 46, C-276, 304L [MPa]
!

The axial difference in contraction between the steel and the glass leads to an

axial tensile stress in the steel during cooling, and a localized axial compression
in the glass adjoining the metal. The glass also squeezes the pins and prohibits
the feedthroughs from relaxing in length. If the glass is not properly matched to
the feedthroughs, the resulting axial stress is potentially large enough to cause
plastic deformation in the meniscus region. The higher stiffness of steel leads to
the glass conforming to the strain in the steel; meaning the strain in the glass is
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higher than it would have been if the elastic stiffness of the two materials is
matched.34 The axial compression in the glass near the interface then sets up a
local radial tensile strain.
!

Tandon et al. outlined two G/M seal specific scenarios of small-strain plastic

deformation.34 Accordingly, one example of plastic deformation would be cooling
the assembly to below room temperature, as is often the procedure for testing
qualification. Cooling would further intensify the stress, especially at the interface
region where the CTE mismatch is largest, but yielding allows the steel to absorb
the strain behavior of the glass, and as such the steel shell around the glass
would potentially have a significantly different diameter than prior to plastic
deformation. When the assembly is heated back to room temperature after the
quench test, the steel would expand and pull the glass in radial tension. The
resulting effect of deformation would be to relieve some of the compressive
loading on the glass. A second postulation from Tandon et al. that is not resolved
with principal stress is yielding of the pins. Plastic deformation is a volumeconserving process, as such the material in the pins is in effect squeezed out by
the glass compressing towards the free surface and leads to a local stress near
the pins-another possible reason why failure originates with the ejection of
feedthroughs.
!

Previous work found when loaded by a blunt force impact, concentrating the

stresses flush on the inner diameter of the header interface, failure propagates
focused along the interface to the opposing seal face and is localized around the
meniscus region. Once the elastic limit of the meniscus is overcome it “unzips”
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and failure of the seal slipping axially takes place.1!Comparatively, the net effect
of plastic strain on the header meniscus region is greater in Figure 4.37, the
traditional 9013/Alloy 52 system than in the closer CTE matched Elan 46/C-276
system, Figure 4.38.

Figure 4.37. Effective Plastic Strain on Axial Contraction Meniscus RegionCorning 9013, Alloy 52, 304L [(mm/mm)-2]

Figure 4.38. Effective Plastic Strain on Axial Contraction Meniscus RegionElan 46, C-276, 304L [(mm/mm)-2]
!

Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.40 are cross-sections of each seal through the

center (after cooling from annealing) and incorporate a 0.001” ring shell at the
interface with gradient properties taken from the respective material
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combination’s nano-mechanical data sets [square boxes represent sites of zoom
enhancement presented in Figure 4.41 and Figure 4.42].

Figure 4.39. Maximum Principal Stress- Corning 9013, Alloy 52, 304L [MPa]

Figure 4.40. Maximum Principal Stress- Elan 46, C-276, 304L [MPa]
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!

Comparing the zoom enhancement regions In Figure 4.41 a larger interfacial

stress accumulation is predicted when an Elan 13 step gradient is input vs.
Figure 4.42 when a G-C transition gradient interface is incorporated [boxed
regions presented in Figures 4.39 and 4.40 respectively].

Figure 4.41. Maximum Principal Stress- Elan 46, C-276, 304L [MPa]

Figure 4.42. Maximum Principal Stress- Elan 46, C-276, 304L [MPa]
!

In Figure(s) 4.39/4.41, the maximum principal stresses that accumulate in the

header, the header interface and around the pins is extreme. Figure(s) 4.40/4.42
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present a better balanced system. The CTE matching capabilities of the glassceramic serves to relieve the accumulation in the header and around the pins.
Also, the G-C is able to accommodate a greater compressive load, represented
by a general lighter blue color than the Corning 9013 system. Recall: The
principle behind a compression seal is the ability of the glass to be in
compression (in the appropriate stress tensor) and able to accommodate
increased forces.
!

One issue with the Maximum Principle Stress model is an ability to

incorporate small-strain plastic deformation. In Figure 4.39, a magnitude of
approximately 215 MPa or greater would cause plastic deformation in the steel
vs. Figure 4.40, where 310 MPa is potentially conceivable, if the Comsol linearhardening model is accurate. The ultimate yield measured after sealing of 304L is
475 MPa and drop weight impact tests confirm on average a 30% increase in
maximum pressure load to failure of the glass-ceramic seal vs. traditional
materials [304-013-052 (sample size 3): 48,300 PSI vs. 304-046-276 (sample
size 3): 64,400 PSI].42
!

All things considered the maximum principal stress approach is appropriate to

evaluate the G/M seal scenario because glass fails in tension as apposed to
metals failing in shear. 34 In fact, the Miller-Burchett model used principal stress
finite element analysis to determine residual stresses due to manufacturing in G/
M seals.30,31 In Miller-Burchett model, it was assumed that the glass would fail
when it reached its listed tensile strength. The assumption that breakdown of the
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component occurred at the maximum normal stress was applied to the principal
stress model and used to calibrate the upper limit of endurance.
!

These models confirm that a gradient interface and a closer matched CTE will

create a seal with a superior balance of residual stress, and that translates to a
favored quality in lifetime serviceability. If not tailored, nanomechanical defects at
the interface regions or sharp transitions such as high hardness/brittle oxides or
low toughness/less tenacious oxides, and presumably with the combination of
high residual stresses, are highly susceptible to propagating failure.

SECTION 4.7 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
!

The nanomechanical hardness and modulus data presented in Chapter 4

covered analysis of two highly heterogeneous bulk materials and several
heterogeneous interfaces. Through the data sets presented nanoindentation has
been shown effective to resolve sub-microscale intrinsic material properties
beyond the macroscale detection of conventional continuum mechanics.
Furthermore continuum mechanics is unable to predict the properties or
existence of a mechanical gradient at glass-to-metal interfaces which were
previously hypothesized to exist based on knowledge of chemical gradients.
!

Two bulk glass-ceramic samples crystallized under two thermal profiles have

been statistically shown on a sub-microscale to present varying hardness and
modulus measurements based on the degree of crystallization of each respective
sample. Argon atmospheres have been determined superior in forming a stable
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chrome oxide on exposed surfaces of 303 and 304L stainless steel with
negligible effect exhibited due to passivation.
!

Of the seven sets of interfaces analyzed a general trend in transition

gradients has been observed; in general a Corning 9013 type glass (Elan 13)
and a base metal forms a very abrupt step interface, while LAS G-Cs are found
to produce a transition gradient in intrinsic mechanical properties on the order of
several microns. Additionally, the LAS G-C has been found to produce a distinct
mono-oxide chrome interface layer that is discernible as a discrete hardness
value.
!

Transition interfaces are known to be isolated in regions of mechanical

mismatch, accumulations of residual stresses, and prone to many inferior
processing irregularities. As such, knowing the morphologies of these interfaces
has been shown significant to FEA modeling. Construction of a FEA model
confirmed a favorable balance of residual stresses in a G/M assembly that
incorporated a transition shell reflecting measured properties of the LAS G-C/M
interface. Notwithstanding, there were some limitations associated with
extrapolating the results of Chapter 4. The major limitations were presented as
follows:
!

Limitation (1). Nanomechanical analysis only presents one manner to assess

the interfacial morphology and can not directly predict the overall system
performance.
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!

Limitation (2). The formation of precipitates can have significant negative

ramifications to structural performance and can not be resolved by
nanoindentation.
!

Limitation (3). The presence of a void has been shown to allow deformation of

the sidewalls into the empty space and cause lower results than the intrinsic
material values.
!

Limitation (4). Higher resolution TEM analysis would be required to confirm

the hypothesized chemical precipitates and other such interfacial morphologies
observed by EDX are fully characterized and justified.
!

Although these limitations exist, the nanomechanical analysis of G/M seals is

demonstrated to be a significant tool to measure the quality of interfaces and
consequently overall lifetime serviceability of G/M seal assemblies. A global
assumption that nanomechanical interface morphology results can be
extrapolated to impact loading conditions was outside the scope of this
dissertation. Nevertheless, measuring the intrinsic material properties of
assembly seals on a level where bulk continuum mechanics meets the effects of
physical chemistry and scaling to a macro level provides new insight to the
nature of G/M sealing and modeling of the system.
!

On a personal note, this journey began over four years ago when work on

a MS thesis documented the failure mechanism of CADs but was unable to
completely explain the results from a philosophical level. That lay beyond the
bounds of the previous study. During that time, no available sources that detailed
the mechanical properties of interfaces existed. Only assumptions existed that a
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chemical step interface also gave rise to a mechanical step. Now, this
investigation has definitively proven that a chemical gradient and mechanical
gradient are morphologically linked. I am satisfied that the existence of a sudden
mismatched interface I observed for the first time three years ago is responsible
for the shear concentration that untimely leads to ejection of the feedthroughs
during overload deflagration CAD/PADs and ultimately is responsible for the
observations. In the future I hope to test these oxide interfaces in the same
loading manner as I did with the previous thesis study, and hope they will reflect
the knowledge that tailoring the oxide interface with a gradient in properties does
produce a strengthening effect in the overall serviceability of the seal.
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Chapter 5.

CONCLUSIONS

!

In this dissertation a new approach for glass-to-metal seal design is

presented which utilizes nanomechanical testing on a sub-micro level to resolve
a highly heterogeneous bulk lithia-alumina-silica glass-ceramic and several
feedthrough and header interfaces between elastically mismatched materials.
Interfaces between a glass and a metal are highly dissimilar chemically and
determined to be mechanically heterogeneous on a sub-micro level. Continuum
mechanics on a macro level is proven to be incapable of predicting or resolving
the heterogeneous mechanical morphology that serves as a transition gradient of
intrinsic properties between two mismatched bulk materials. However, the use of
nanoindentation has been demonstrated to have several limitations in resolving
voids, extremely abrupt step interfaces, and incoherent transition oxides. Voids
permit deformation at indentation sites close to the unsupported edges and have
been found to exhibit false low modulus measurements due to a lack of
constrain.
!

Nanoindentation on a sub-micro scale is an invaluable tool to provide an extra

dimension of quality assessment of glass-to-metal seal interfaces. Indentation
data reveals an interface between a barium-silicate glass and a base metal
produces a sharp inclination in hardness and modulus that is localized to the
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interface, as well as an interface between a LAS glass-ceramic and an identical
base metal that produces a diffuse heterogeneous gradient with a discernible
oxide layer. Principally, the later interface with a smooth transition in elastic
modulus and hardness enhances the overall serviceability of the seal by acting
as a stress disseminator, while an abrupt step interface between elastically
mismatched materials serves as a stress concentrator that is localized to a
region known to exhibit substantial residual stresses due to CTE mismatch. The
use of proper nanomechanical interfacial data is shown to be significant in
properly modeling the residual stress state within glass-to-metal seals and
anticipating the overall lifetime serviceability.

From this study, the following future work should be considered:
-Implementation and investigation of alternative interfaces;
-Investigation with high resolution TEM microscopy to complete interface
characterization;
-Statistical analysis to mathematically quantify the observed mechanical
interfacial trends;
-Examination with mechanical testing to correlate results of interfacial mechanical
morphology to system performance;
-Authentication of FEA computational approaches using experimental statistical
analysis and improve gradient representation on various seal geometries.
-Evaluation of the effect of thermal cycling and thermal shock.
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Table A1. Production Matrix
Identifier

Material

303-013-052
303-013-052
303-013-276
303-046-052
303-046-276
303-046-276

Header
303
303
303
303
303
303

304-013-052
304-013-052
304-013-276
304-046-052
304-046-276
304-046-276

304L
304L
304L
304L
304L
304L

Coding Key
303 SS
304L SS
Elan 13
Elan 46
Alloy 52
Hastelloy C-276
No Oxide
Medium Oxide
Heavy Oxide
Chem. Passivated
Cycle ##
/MonthDay

Atmosphere

Thermal
Profile

Preform
Feedthrough Surface Treatment N2H2-Dry N2H2-Wet Argon
9013
Alloy 52
Passivated
x
x
x
9013
Alloy 52
No
x
9013
C-276
Passivated
x
Glass-Ceramic
Alloy 52
Passivated
x
Glass-Ceramic
C-276
Passivated
x
x
x
Glass-Ceramic
C-276
No
x

9013
9013
9013
Glass-Ceramic
Glass-Ceramic
Glass-Ceramic

CAD
Designation
4713

Body

Alloy 52
Alloy 52
C-276
Alloy 52
C-276
C-276

Passivated
No
Passivated
Passivated
Passivated
No

Preform Feedthrough

x

x

x

x

Surface Sealing Cycle
Treatment

x
x
x
x
x
x

1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

Date
Testing Key
Impact
Pin Pull Out
Static Pressure
Dilatometry
Hermeticity
Electrical
Nano-Indent.
SEM-EDS
Auger/XPS
Destructive

303
304
013
046
052
276
001
002
003
004
xx
/mmdd
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1
1
1
1
1
1

Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Variatio
A: -0
B: RT
C: ELE

APPENDIX B. CARTRIDGE/
PRESSURE ACTUATED DEVICES
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!

Cartridge Actuated Devices (CADs) are commodity items that function as a

system component. In operation they release a precise amount of propellant
energy to perform controlled work. They function in a variety of military system
applications, including aircrew escape, fire suppression, and stores/emergency
release systems. They generally contain an energetic material along with a
mechanical or electronic actuating component that incorporates a hermetic G/M
seal with electrical feedthroughs.[10] About 3,100 different configurations are now
in use by all Services. Many of these are man-rated, mission essential, requiring
a high degree of reliability.[11] They are normally developed as a component of a
weapon or life support system. All have a defined shelf/service life and must be
replaced periodically. CADs that are needed for safety of flight or ship systems
can cause the grounding or dry-docking of the vessel if they are defective or past
their defined shelf life.

[10]

Hermetic G/M seal: Determined to be a leak rate of helium less than 10-6 cc/sec by DoD or
by DoE.

10-8 cc/sec
[11]

Man Rated: Controls hazards with sufficient certainty to be considered safe for human
operations, and provides, to the maximum extent practical, the capability to safely recover the
crew from hazardous situations.
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Static State: Pyrotechnic contained in hermetic seal.
Inner Burst Disc
Pyrotechnic
Bridgewire
Outer Burst Disc

Initiation: Bridge-wire ignites pyrotechnic.

Energy release: Thermal or mechanical primary energy release.

Figure A1. CAD Assembly and Sequence of Function1
148

!

During static state, the effective life of a CAD, or shelf life, is the length of time

given before the entire unit is considered unsuitable for use. For man-rated or
mission essential CAD units, it is the regulated time the units can be stored
without use, during which, the defined quality of the unit remains acceptable
under expected conditions of service. Many of the chemical components of the
pyrotechnic materials are highly corrosive and act to degrade overall
functionality. Once seal integrity/functionality has been compromised and the
components reached a certain minimum stability, the CAD is no longer deemed
safe for use and must be replaced and disposed of properly.
!

During initiation, the bridge wire connecting the pins/feedthroughs functions

as a resistor filament, which is subjected to a rapid electrical pulse causing the
dissipation of electrical current in the form of thermal energy. In the case of a
single stage deflagration CAD/PAD, the bridgewire is in intimate contact with a
highly exothermic material that burns rapidly when ignited. A reaction can be
written for the Ti/KClO4 pyrotechnic mixture:
2 Ti + KClO4

2 TiO2 + KCl↑ + heat

Based on the heats of reaction and on the heat capacities of the reaction
products, the final temperature of the gas plume (in particular, gaseous KCl) can
reach several thousand degrees centigrade. This reaction can cause dynamic
pressure in excess of 100,000 psi. Containment of this reaction within a confined
volume creates a sudden buildup of energy until a critical point is reached
whereby the inner-burst disk is compromised. Almost instantaneously pressure
and thermal energy are released into the compressed gas, subsequently
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transferring energy to the pressurized gas mixture. Finally, with the sudden
accumulation of temperature and pressure in the compressed gas, the outer
burst disc is ruptured and energy is released thermo-mechanically by means of a
flier-plate or pressure release work delivery system.
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APPENDIX C. IMPACT TEST
MACHINE DRAWINGS
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Figure C1. Drop Weight Machine
152

Figure C2. Test Assembly
153

APPENDIX D. MATRIX DATUM AND
TEST COMPENDIUM
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 1

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092013

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/20/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
BULK G/C

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND TARGET VALUES
SPECIFICATION
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-8.8C/16.1F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

1

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. BULK LAS GLASS-CERAMIC (1000X)

155
Set 1: 1 of 3

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP BULK LAS GLASS-CERAMIC (20!m SQ)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS HISTOGRAM BULK LAS G-C

156
Set 1: 2 of 3

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP BULK LAS G-C (20!m SQ)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS DUAL PHASE HISTOGRAM BULK G-C
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Set 1: 3 of 3

SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 2

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092013

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/20/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
BULK G/C

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. BULK LAS GLASS-CERAMIC 1000X
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Set 2: 1 of 3

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP BULK LAS GLASS-CERAMIC (40!m SQ)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS HISTOGRAM BULK LAS G-C

159
Set 2: 2 of 3

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP BULK LAS GLASS-CERAMIC (40!m SQ)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS DUAL PHASE HISTOGRAM BULK G-C
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Set 2: 3 of 3

SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 3

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092013

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/20/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Header/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-8.8C/16.1F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

1

Helium Leak

3.0x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 304L HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) INTERFACE 1000X

161
Set 3: 1 of 7

Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE, LAS GLASSCERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R). ARROW INDICATING CROME OXIDE
DEPLETION. SQUARE BOX LOCATION OF CROME OXIDE SPECTRA
SAMPLE (GRAPH 2). CIRCLE LOCATION OF CRISTOBALITE CRYSTAL
(GRAPH 3).

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN G-C (L) TO HEADER (R)

162
Set 3: 2 of 7

Spectrum processing :
Peaks possibly omitted : 0.260,
2.140, 3.580, 7.500, 9.711 keV
Processing option : All elements
analyzed (Normalized)
Number of iterations = 3
Element Weight% Atomic%
OK
Al K
Si K
Cr K
Fe K

43.88
1.00
27.31
21.35
6.45

Totals

100.00

64.11
0.87
22.73
9.60
2.70

GRAPH 2. EDX SPECTRUM OF CHROME OXIDE (IMAGE 1- SQUARE)
Spectrum processing :
Peaks possibly omitted : 2.150,
9.690 keV
Processing option : All elements
analyzed (Normalized)
Number of iterations = 4
Element Weight% Atomic%
OK
Al K
Si K
KK

58.39
0.80
40.29
0.52

Totals

100.00

71.18
0.58
27.98
0.26

GRAPH 3. EDX SPECTRUM OF CRISTOBALITE CRYSTAL (IMAGE 1CIRCLE)

163
Set 3: 3 of 7

IMAGE 3. 2-D EDX COMPOSITIONAL MAP. CRISTOBALITE CRYSTALS
VISIBLE AS ABSENCE OF AL AND K ON RESPECTIVE MAPS. RED ARROW
SIGNIFYING CHROME OXIDE REGION WITH DEPLETION [LOWER]

164
Set 3: 4 of 7

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP-HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACEHEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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Set 3: 5 of 7

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP-HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACEHEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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Set 3: 6 of 7

CHART 3. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION-HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 4. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION-HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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Set 3: 7 of 7

SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 4

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092113

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/21/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Header/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

95/5

Dew Point Shield Gas

-13.8C/7.1F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

1

Helium Leak

2.6x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 304L HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) INTERFACE 1000X

168
Set 4: 1 of 6

Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE SCAN SUPERIMPOSED GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO
HEADER (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL SCAN GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)
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Set 4: 2 of 6

IMAGE 3. SEM GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

Irregular oxide uniformity, but does exhibit adhesion/cohesion within
chrome oxide. Mechanical properties do reveal a gradient as expected of
the oxide interface, with large scatter at the oxide due to irregularity in
oxide geometry.

170
Set 4: 3 of 6

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)
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Set 4: 4 of 6

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)
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Set 4: 5 of 6

CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)
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Set 4: 6 of 6

SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 5

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092313

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/23/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Header/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

95/5

Dew Point Shield Gas

19.72C/67.5F (Wet)

Thermal Profile

1

Helium Leak

1.6x10E-8 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 304L HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) INTERFACE 1000X

174
Set 5: 1 of 6

Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE SCAN SUPERIMPOSED GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO
HEADER (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE SCAN GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO
HEADER (R)
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Set 5: 2 of 6

IMAGE 3. SEM GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

Discontinuous iron and chrome oxide, with lack of adhesion/cohesion
within chrome oxide.
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Set 5: 3 of 6

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) - 1
MICRON SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) - 1 MICRON SPACING
(NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)
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Set 5: 4 of 6

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP HEADER (L) TO G-C (R) -1 MICRON
SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) -1 MICRON SPACING
(NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)
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Set 5: 5 of 6

CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) - 1 MICRON
SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 4TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) - 1 MICRON
SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)
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Set 5: 6 of 6

SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 6

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-303-013-052-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
303

PREFORM
Elan 13/ Corning 13

PIN
Alloy 52

Misc.
Glass/Header Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 Ar

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.3x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 303 HEADER (L) TO GLASS(R) INTERFACE 1000X

180
Set 6: 1 of 6

Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED GLASS (L) TO HEADER (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN GLASS (L) TO HEADER (R)
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Set 6: 2 of 6

IMAGE 3. SEM GLASS (L) TO HEADER (R)

No stable layer of chrome oxide and exhibits lack adhesion at interface, as
evidence by longitudinal void.
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Set 6: 3 of 6

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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Set 6: 4 of 6

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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Set 6: 5 of 6

CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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Set 6: 6 of 6

SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 7

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-303-046-276-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
303

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN
C-276

Misc.
Header/Glass Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 Ar

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.2x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 303 HEADER (L) TO G-C (R) INTERFACE 1000X

186
Set 7: 1 of 6

Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO
HEADER (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN G-C (L) TO HEADER (R)

187
Set 7: 2 of 6

IMAGE 3. SEM GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

Stable layer of chrome oxide and exhibits stable adhesion/cohesion at
interface. Hardness data reveals a highly hardened oxide potentially
susceptible to brittle fracture.
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Set 7: 3 of 6

FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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Set 7: 4 of 6

FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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Set 7: 5 of 6

CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 4TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 8

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-013-052-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
PIN
Elan 13/ Corning 9013 Alloy 52

Misc.
Header/Glass Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 Ar

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.6x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 304: HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED GLASS (L) TO HEADER (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN GLASS (L) TO HEADER (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

Absence of oxide and lack of adhesion/cohesion at interface exhibited by
pronounced continuous longitudinal void. A very sudden transition in
mechanical properties.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 9

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Header/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.2x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 304L HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE G-C (L) TO
HEADER (R)1

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO
HEADER (R)
1

Note the calibration for the line-scan overlay was off by 2 microns. The position of the
chromium boundary is in reality aligned with the visual image of the glass/oxide edge.
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IMAGE 3. SEM GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO HEADER (R)

The set represents a stable oxide that is continuous along the interface
with no appreciable voids. Mechanically the interface presents a smooth
gradient with no appreciable hardening of the oxide indicating it is
excessively brittle.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION INTERFACE HEADER (L)
TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION INTERFACE HEADER (L) TO
GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS HEADER (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 10

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092013

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/20/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-8.8C/16.1F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

1

Helium Leak

3.0x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. 276 PIN (R) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (L) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

Tangential crack exhibited as lack of cohesion within chrome oxide. Most
likely due to CTE mismatch upon cooling. Mechanical test reveal an
excessive hardness band at the oxide indicating it as excessively brittle.
Potentially this brittle oxide propagated failure upon cooling.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 3RD ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 11

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092113

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/21/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

95/5

Dew Point Shield Gas

-13.8C/7.1F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

1

Helium Leak

2.6x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. C-276 PIN(R) TO GLASS-CERAMIC(L) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

Uniform chrome oxide with faint tangential crack along the oxide glass
interface, and exhibited as lack of adhesion on the surface of chrome
oxide. Highly hardened oxide with scatter and distinguishable void at the
interface.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP PIN (BTM) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (TOP)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
PIN (BTM) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (TOP)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP PIN (BTM) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (TOP)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE PIN
(BTM) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (TOP)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 12

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092313

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/23/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

95/5

Dew Point Shield Gas

19.72C/67.5F (Wet)

Thermal Profile

1

Helium Leak

1.6x10E-8 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO C-276 PIN (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity-counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (LOW L)
TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN ( L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

Tangential crack exhibited as lack of cohesion within chrome oxide and
adhesion to metal. Under high magnification optical microscope the void
appearing in SEM image is localized to the frame and does not present as
an entire void around the OD of the pins nor on the second pin; nor is the
un-uniform oxide depletion present circumferentially. Most likely it is the
result of organic surface contaminants. Note the increased oxidation
resistance of the pin vs. the header prevented the formation of a dual
oxide as in the case of the header. Mechanical testing confirms the
presence of a very irregular enrichment of chrome oxide, as evidenced on
hardness maps by white area.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 13

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-303-013-052-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
303

PREFORM
PIN
Elan 13/Corning 9013 Alloy 52

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.3x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. GLASS (L) TO ALLOY 52 PIN (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity- Counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

No observable interfacial chrome oxide, but exhibits coherent interface.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 14

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-303-046-276-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
303

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN
C-276

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.2x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO C-276 PIN (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity

IMAGE 2. EDX-LINE SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL-LINE SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

Observable interfacial chrome oxide with cristobalite crystals present in
bulk glass-ceramic. Simi-coherent morphology with a slight depletion in
very localized areas.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 4TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO PIN (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 15

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-013-052-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
PIN
Elan 13/Corning 9013 Alloy 52

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.6x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. GLASS (L) TO ALLOY 52 PIN (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity

IMAGE 2. EDX-LINE SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

No observable interfacial oxide. Slight darkening in bulk glass along
interface signifying reduction in barium. Mechanical test confirm very
abrupt change in modulus and hardness with little to no transition gradient.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 16

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-304-046-276-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
304L

PREFORM
Elan 46

PIN

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

C-276

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

1.2x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. GLASS-CERAMIC (L) TO C-276 PIN (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity- Counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

Continuous chrome oxide, slightly irregular in thickness with cristobalite
crystals present in bulk. Mechanical distribution shows slight hardening
along the interface with smooth modulus gradient.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 3RD ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PIN (L) TO GLASS-CERAMIC (R)
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SEAL HERMETICS, LLC
LAS GLASS-CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
PRODUCTION TITLE:

SET 17

SAMPLE ID #:

4731-303-013-276-092413

PRODUCTION DATE:

9/24/2013

MATERIALS
HEADER
303

PREFORM
PIN
Elan 13/Corning 9013 C-276

Misc.
Pin/Glass Interface

SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASURED VALUES
SPECIFICATION/ MEASUREMENT
Atmosphere

100 AR

Dew Point Shield Gas

-15.1C/4.9F (Dry)

Thermal Profile

2

Helium Leak

2.3x10E-9 cc/sec

OBSERVATIONS

IMAGE 1. GLASS (L) TO C-276 PIN (R) INTERFACE 1000X
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Intensity- Counts per second

IMAGE 2. EDX LINE-SCAN SUPERIMPOSED ON INTERFACE PIN (L) TO
GLASS (R) NANOINDENTS VISIBLE (BTM)

GRAPH 1. EDX ELEMENTAL LINE-SCAN PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)
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IMAGE 3. SEM PIN (L) TO GLASS (R)

No observable interfacial oxide. Nanoindentation grid positioning visible on
lower half. Positioning is accomplished by lining one row of sites at the
interface. Mechanical test confirm step transition of interface. Additional
sample grid conducted with increased resolution of approximately 0.85
micron still presents as abrupt interface.
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FIGURE 1. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 1. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)
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FIGURE 2. 2-D MODULUS MAP GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 2. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)
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CHART 3. HARDNESS VS POSITION 5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)

CHART 4. MODULUS VS POSITION 6TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION GLASS (L) TO PIN (R)
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FIGURE 3. 2-D HARDNESS MAP GLASS (L) TO PIN (R), >1 MICRON
SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE PACKED)

CHART 5. DISCRETE HARDNESS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS (L) TO PIN (R), >1 MICRON SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE
PACKED)

CHART 6. DISCRETE MODULUS VS POSITION BISECTING INTERFACE
GLASS (L) TO PIN (R), >1 MICRON SPACING (NONSTANDARD CLOSE
PACKED)
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